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Introduction

setting the

scene
“So what was it like, what did you see, what’s new?”
These are the questions people have been asking me about
FESPA and although I try to answer in a thoughtful and
intelligent way, if I was being strictly truthful, my response
would really have to be:“I’m beggared if I know!”
Yes, I did spend three days there and yes, I did walk about 20 miles through
the numerous halls during that period, but looking back, it seems that I
spent a whole lot more time than I’m sure was strictly necessary attending
many of the 11, hour long, press conferences that took place on the first
two days of the show.
In theory, press conferences provide companies with a useful platform to
alert the trade press to new product launches and to disseminate any
necessary written back-up information and photos.
However, in practice, they are more often used to bore the pants off us and,
rather than inspiring us to write glowing reports of the new equipment and
materials on offer, they are more likely to send us off fretting about the time
that we have wasted, especially at a show where there is so much to see,
learn and digest.
In fact, it wouldn't surprise me to learn that press conferences are really
designed to keep us safely away from the show floor, where we are likely to
ask awkward questions, waste precious selling time and generally make a
complete nuisance of ourselves. So, for any company who wants to achieve
the double whammy of guaranteeing the worst write-up ever, (or even
worse, no write-up at all), whilst permanently alienating us, then this is my l0
point action plan.
• Chose a speaker on the basis of their total inability to speak clear, concise
English and to present in an interesting and engaging way.
• Take a full hour to drone endlessly on, when really the whole thing could
be completed in 15 minutes or less.
• Provide any accompanying information/photos only in printed format
instead of on a memory stick. Better still, don't provide any information at
all!
• Get really narky when asked perfectly reasonable questions such as: ‘How
much will it cost?’
• Have someone guard the door so that no one can leave before the bitter
end, however pressing their need.
• Ask for business cards as proof of attendance.
• Don’t bother serving any refreshments.
• Close the windows and turn the lights down to improve the chances of
suffocation and/or sleep.
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• Use the opportunity to highlight every product in the portfolio and every
twist and turn of your company’s history up to the present day, preferably
with slides.
• Suggest that, since what you have to say is of such breathtaking
importance, your press conference will take place the day before the
show starts and advise us all to make our travel plans accordingly.
And if you want to make it a triple whammy, get your PR company to ring
us up and pester us non-stop for six weeks before the show, trying to
arrange a ‘one-to-one’ meeting on the stand with your least personable
member of staff. Then, when we are foolish enough to agree, have them
greet us with an off-hand “Yes, so what do you want then?”
Happily, some companies didn’t do any of the above and I managed to
glean enough during my time at the show to put together our Review
feature, which you’ll find on pages 26 to 31. And, as a further tribute to
FESPA, our cover features the stunning printed textile, which won the Michel
Caza Peoples' Choice Award at the FESPA Awards. Entitled 'Bluebells', it was
designed of Annika Wihl of Boras, Sweden and printed by the Swedish
company Tobex AB, onto 100 percent linen, using pigment inks on a Mimak
JV5 printer. For full details on both this and the other award winners and
their entries, visit: www.fespa.com
Most exhibitors agreed that the show more than fulfilled the high
expectations they had for it and somewhat surprisingly, seemed to confirm
that business in the sign and print sectors is more buoyant than many had
predicted. Certainly there was much talk of ‘quality’ visitors – for this read
visitors who were prepared to spend money – especially as far as digital
printing is concerned.
This year also saw the launch of the European Sign Expo, which ran for the
first three days of FESPA and was a joint venture between the European
Sign Federation (ESF) and FESPA. Exhibitors here weren’t quite so
enthusiastic and they had a point. Located as it was in the farthest North
Hall, it seemed that many visitors ran out of steam before they reached it
and the juxtaposition of companies selling sign systems and sign services
and those operating within the digital signage network sphere wasn’t a
particularly convincing mix. However, some exhibitors were persuaded that
future participation in FESPA proper might prove a valuable investment, in
terms of the quantity and diversity of the visitors it attracts. Time will tell
whether European Sign Expo is destined to become a viable event, but for
the moment at least, it is scheduled to take place again next year, when it
will be co-located with FESPA Digital 2014 in Munich on 20th-23rd May.
As well as our FESPA Review, we also have two special features this month,
the first of which takes the form of a Materials Extravaganza on pages 34 to
41 and the second, Cutting Comment, which highlights all that’s new in the
world of cutting routing and engraving. Find this on pages 42 to 47. On
page 50, Mark Godden explains why he is going over to the dark side and
elsewhere you’ll find all of our regular news pages.
Right now, it’s time for Sign Directions to enjoy a well-earned summer break
before we return in September and this year, I can take off to the sun secure
in the knowledge that following the above, I’ll never
be expected (or invited!) to attend another press
conference again!
Val Hirst – Editor
Email: signdirections@btconnect.com
Twitter: @Valthemaghag
Web: www.signdirections.co.uk and
www.graphicdisplaycommunity.com
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news briefing

Eurobond inspires a
love of learning
Education charity CVQO recently
celebrated the achievements of 91
young cadets from Kent, as they
were presented with their CVQOled BTEC Level 1 Certificate in
Teamwork, Personal Skills and
Citizenship
at
Canterbury
Cathedral.
The certificates were presented by
Viscount De L'Isle, Lord-Lieutenant of
Kent, in front of an audience of made
up from parents, the adult volunteers
who work with the cadets, plus a select
group of VIPs, including Directors from
Eurobond Adhesives, who funded the

qualification.
The group, which is the largest single
cohort ever to have been presented
with CVQO certificates, comprised
cadets, aged between 13 and 15 from
St Johns Ambulance, The Air Training
Corps and Army and Sea Cadets. For
many of the cadets, the CVQO is the
first formal qualification they have
received and will serve to build their
confidence in the education process.
Commenting on the awards, Simon
Dearing,
Eurobond
Adhesive’s
Managing Director, said: ‘’ We are

delighted to be able to fund this
programme and share in the success
of these young people by inspiring
them to achieve academic success in
their early years, something that we
believe is essential if they are to fully
enjoy the benefits offered by further
education and to gain meaningful
employment in the future.”

Adam steps up!

For further information visit
www.cvqo.org
and
www.
eurobond-adhesives.co.uk

Further gains
for Signlex
After winning a contract with the
European company Westiform, sign
consultant, Signlex has now been
awarded the whole contract as part
of a multi-million pound roll-out
within the UK.
Commenting on the win, Simon Belton,
Managing Director of Signlex said: “Last
year we won a share of the contract, in
tandem with another leading
signmaker, but following a review, we
have been invited to extend our
involvement and to become the sole
partner of Westiform in the UK, as well as
taking on some additional works in
Ireland.”

Signs
Express
(Central
Lancashire), official signage
sponsors to Ciceley Racing’s
Adam Morgan, who provided
graphics for his vehicle, pit
boards and roller banners,
recently celebrated his maiden
BTCC podium finish.
Driving a Toyota Avensis, Adam
achieved a gutsy drive, winning
third place in the final race of the
Dunlop MSA British Touring Car
Championship event held at Oulton
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Park. The result was a personal best
for the 24-year-old Lancastrian on
his home circuit.
His success came at the end of
another remarkably consistent day
as he finished ninth and seventh in
the earlier races and become one of
only four drivers to have scored in
every race, having claimed a top-10
result 11 times out of 12 starts.
Adam, who holds seventh place in
the drivers’ championship and is

second in the Independents’
Trophy standings, said: “It’s fantastic
to get a podium finish, especially at
a circuit that has been a bit of a
bogey one for us in the past. I have
to pay tribute to all of the guys in
the Ciceley Racing team and our
sponsors for their support, as I
wouldn’t be here without them.”
For further information visit:
www.signsexpress.co.uk/branc
h/16/centrallancs/

He added that the contract, which now
involves signing for 250 sites and is
worth up to £750,000, has helped to put
Signlex in an even stronger position.
Based in Switzerland, Westiform is a
leading European provider of planning
and realisation services in the field of
visual communication that provides
illuminated signage and lettering, POS
and shop fitting elements, digital
signage and directional systems on an
international scale and employs several
hundred people around the globe.
For further information
www.signlex.comk

visit:

news
Walsall College is outstanding

Walsall College, home of the
Roland DG Academy, has been
awarded an ‘Outstanding Grade’
following its recent Ofsted
inspection and in so doing, has
become the first further
education provider within the
UK to receive the grading under
Ofsted’s
new
inspection
framework.
Furthermore, the ‘outstanding grade’
places the College firmly within the
top 10 percent of colleges and other
learning institutions in the UK.

Appointments

Spandex has appointed Rob
Karpenko as Marketing Director,
a role that will see him working
across the footprint of Spandex
and leading the development of
new initiatives, services and
products.

Joe Wigzell, Roland Academy
and Creative Centre Manager,
Roland DG (UK) said: “We would like
to take this opportunity to
congratulate Walsall College on its
excellent achievement, which is a
reflection of all the hard work it has
put in over many years to ensure it

offers a wide ranging, relevant and
informative educational curriculum
that is focused on students and on
results.”
For further information visit:
www.rolanddg.co.uk/academy

Rob, who has extensive
international brand and b2b
experience, previously held
strategic
positions
within
PaperlinX, where he was
responsible for implementing
high value pan European change
and marketing projects.

SDEA leads the way!
The launch of the latest SDEA
Retail Display Directory provides
sign and display companies with
a host of new ideas, creative
concepts and innovative retail
display solutions, as well as
comprehensive information on
over 100 leading retail display
manufacturers and distributors
of specialist shopfittings
and
display
equipment.

A free copy is available to the first 50
Sign Direction’s readers to call the
Shop and Display Equipment
Association on Tel 01883 348911 or
via e-mail at directory@sdea.co.uk,
quoting this article.
For further information visit:
www.shopdisplay.org

Organised
into
convenient sections,
the directory is
designed to help
users to quickly
source the broad
gamut of display
m a t e r i a l s ,
shopfittings, lighting,
signage, accessories
and
more.
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news briefing

Pictured left to right, Gary Ross, Head of IT and Facilities RAF
Benevolent Fund, with Remus Pataki and Brian Adams of
SIGNARAMA Surbiton.

Following the recent graffiti attack
on The RAF Bomber Command
War Memorial, Brian Adams of
Signarama Surbiton received a call
from the Nick Ferrari Show on LBC
Radio, who asked if Signarama
could help cover up the vandalised
section of the Memorial, which is
located in London’s Green Park. .
The damaged section of stonework
had been covered with plastic
sheeting as a temporary measure, but
LBC Radio wanted to try and provide a
more permanent solution after
learning from the RAF Benevolent
Fund that the restoration was likely to
take longer than originally anticipated.
Much to the delight of the Royal Air
Force and the RAF Benevolent fund,
Signarama
Surbiton
designed,
produced and installed a temporary
banner within 24hours, which not only

covers up the graffiti, but also
promotes the Memorial Upkeep drive
that is supported by Radio LBC and
Help for Heroes.
Mike Neville, Chief of Staff RAF
Benevolent Fund commented: “We are
very grateful for Signarama’s extremely
generous support in helping to restore
the Memorial‘s appearance, and thus
enabling us to continue raising the
profile of the maintenance appeal.”
Following its work, Signarama Surbiton
received much praise on Radio LBC for
its excellent customer service and
quick turnaround and has since been
rewarded for its kind deed with a large
number of enquiries for new signage
and branding projects.
For further information visit:
www.signarama-surbiton.co.uk

Baillie Signs joins the elite
Baillie Signs has achieved ISO
9001 certification and, in view of
the fact that only five percent of
UK companies are currently thus
certificated, has also become
part of a celebrated business
elite.

for Baillie Signs paid particular tribute
to the company’s investment in
people and training, saying: “ It is this
dedication
to
continuous
improvement that enables Baillie
Signs to provide such an efficient
service to their customers.”

Simon Parker of QMS International
plc, who undertook the assessment

For further information visit:
www.bailliesigns.co.uk
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showtime
DIARY DATES FOR 2013

Signarama
in cover-up!

Viscom Paris 2013
24th - 26th September
Paris Nord Villepinte – Hall 8
Organiser: Reed Exhibitions
Tel: +33 1 47 56 67 52
E-mail: viscom@reedexpo.fr
www.viscomshows.com
Viscom Italia 2013
3rd-5th October
Fiera Milano, Pho Pera, Milan
Organiser: Reed Exhibitions
Tel: +39 02 435170-1
E-mail: visualcommunication@reedexpo.it
www.visualcommunication.it
Cross Media 2013
23rd - 24th October 2013
Business Design Centre, Islington, London
Organiser: Informa Exhibitions
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7017 7020
E-mail: nick.craigwaller@informa.com
www.informaexhibitions.com
Viscom Dusseldorf 2013
7th-9th November
Messe Dusseldorf, Germany
Organiser: Reed Exhibitions
Tel: +49 211 90191-133
E-mail: info@viscom-messe.com
www.viscom-messe.com
Trophex 2014
19th-20th January
The NEC Pavilion, Birmingham
Organiser: Hill Media
Tel: 01442 826826
E-mail: colingallimore@aol.com
www.trophex.com
If you would like your event to feature on this page,
please send full information via e-mail to Val Hirst at
signdirections@btconnect.com

Shining lights at SDEA
At its recent Annual General
Meeting, the Shop and Display
Equipment Association (SDEA)
elected Chris Shoebottom,
Managing Director of Albion
Design & Fabrication, as
President and Alan Pegram,
Managing Director of Global
Display Projects as Vice
President, with Nick Wraith,
Managing Director of Unibox,
becoming the Immediate Past

President.
The AGM also saw two new
members elected to the Executive
Council:
Beatrice
Bartlay,
Managing Director of 2B Interface
and Tim Wilkinson, Business
Development Manager of Plastic
Formers.
For further information visit:
www.shopdisplay.org

new projects

Ryegate Children's Centre | Hammersmith Broadway Shopping Centre |
Dunlop Adhesives | Grote Kerk, The Hague | Oxford Circus Underground Station

new

projects

Following a successful
fundraising campaign, Sheffield
Children's Hospital recently
unveiled its brand new £200,000
hydrotherapy pool at the
Ryegate Children's Centre,
which is specially designed to
help disabled youngsters
develop their skills and
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strengthen their bodies.
The hospital commissioned
Signs Express (Sheffield) to
produce a decorative scheme to
enhance the ambience of the
pool, which saw the company
working closely with Cat Powell,
Artfelt Manager at The
Children’s Hospital Charity.

When considering the most
suitable materials to use in this
area of extremely high humidity,
Sign Express decided to first
apply a speciality paint in order
to provide suitable surface
adhesion for the 40 metres of
digitally printed Hi Tac vinyl that
it has used to create the cheerful

blue and yellow seaside scheme,
which has proved to be such a
hit with the pool’s young users.
For further information visit:
www.artfelt.org.uk and
www.signsexpress.co.uk

It takes less than l0 second to
create a good impression, which is
why Hammersmith Broadway
Shopping Centre knew that it had
to pull out all of the stops when it
was planning to revamp its
corporate identity.
The centre commissioned Signs
Express (Twickenham) to manage
the production and installation of
the edgy new designs devised by
Walker Communications to reflect
the area’s urban cool’ credentials.
After advising on materials and
installation requirements, Signs
Express removed the old signage
and clad the recessed panels around
the centre’s four atriums with

Earlier this spring, a special
exhibition celebrating the Golden
Century of Dutch art and
culture in The Hague’s Grote Kerk
or ‘Big Church’, featured a perfect
reproduction of the famous
Orange Hall as a digital textile
print. Created by Dutch company,
Van Iwaarden Artwork, the
entire hall replica, complete with
sweeping ceiling arches and
vaults, was produced on HEYTex
soft blueback banner material,
using a combination of UV and
Latex printing. Available in widths
of up to five metres, the material’s
blue back facilitates the precise
reproduction of brilliant white and
subtly enhanced colours, while
the elegant matt-stamped surface
provides an authentic ‘canvas’
effect.

When Dunlop
Adhesives launched its new
packaging in early 2013, it
wanted to develop a suite of
point of sale displays that would
enable shoppers to locate its
repackaged products quickly and
easily. Accordingly, it
commissioned UK Point of Sale
to provide POS materials to
support the launch activity.
aluminium composite sheets, before
applying 150 sq. metres of digitally
printed wallpaper sporting the
colourful new graphics. It also
installed two 3000mm wide slimline
LED lightboxes, featuring frontloading graphics that can be easily
changed and refreshed whenever
required.
The end result is a contemporary
new look that helps to enhance the
overall shopping experience.
For further information visit:
www.walkercommunications.co.
uk and www.signsexpress.co.uk

As one of the imperatives of the
rebrand was to increase
customers’ spend and drive brand
loyalty in Dunlop Adhesive’s key
partner’s stores, UK POS provided
shelf edge barkers, which focus
on cross-selling opportunities and
consumer education, by
highlighting the QR codes
featured on the new packaging,
plus DL leaflet holders that have
been used to dispense product
selector leaflets from the shelf
edge.

For further information visit
www.dunlop-adhesives.co.uk
and www.uk point of sale

Outdoor media owner
Applied Media joined
forces with specialist print
company QPS to deliver
eye-catching graphics
promoting the recent
launch of the new Great
Gatsby film in London
The Van Iwaarden Artwork team,
who used both old and new
photographs of the Orange Hall as
its original reference point, placed
the printed textiles on frames
which it subsequently hand
painted in gold to ensure
complete accuracy in every detail,
including colour and perspective.
For further information visit:
www.iwaarden.nl and
www.heytex.com

QPS used Fujifilm’s Acuity
Advance HS printer to
produce the 46m2 of floor
graphics that helped to transform
London's Oxford Circus
Underground Station into a
Great Gatsby experience.
Covering a total of nine metres of
the tunnel, this finely executed
floor graphic perfectly
complemented both the wall
coverings and the graphics
applied on the tunnel’s ceiling to

create an engaging, 360° film-led
experience for all the many
passengers passing through the
busy station.
For further information visit:
www.appliedoutdoormedia.com
, www.qpsscreenprint.co.uk
and www.fujifilm.eu/eu/
products/graphic-systems/
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news briefing
Supplier News

Pixartprinting
joins the ELITE

Drytac and
Antalis
team up

Pixartprinting has been selected by
the Italian Stock Exchange to join
ELITE, an initiative designed to
encourage unlisted SMEs to pursue
a path of entrepreneurial growth,
which is aimed at capital market
access.
ELITE offers a unique platform of
integrated services that provides
companies with access to industry
expertise and advice on both financial
and operational issues in order to meet
the challenges of international markets,
complementing
perfectly
thus
Pixartprinting’s own European growth
strategy.

Drytac has announced a
new distribution deal with
Antalis that will enable
distribute
to
Antalis
Drytac’s entire range of
adhesives
and
films
throughout the UK and
Ireland.
The Italian web-to-print provider, which
is constantly expanding its presence
across Europe, has already set a number
of ambitious targets that it intends to
realise with the assistance of Alcedo, a
leading Italian investment fund that has
taken a 75 percent share in the
company. Since Alcedo’s involvement,

which began in December 2011,
Pixartprinting’s turnover has increased
from €32 million to €41.5 million, and
it is anticipated that its entry into ELITE
will provide it with a further boost.
For further information visit:
www.pixartprinting.co.uk

Hybrid Apprentice
wins award
has
Services
Hybrid
announced that Accounts
Assistant Ashley Kauer has
received the ‘Apprentice of
the Year 2013’ award from
South Cheshire College.
his
began
who
Ashley,
apprenticeship with Hybrid in
September 2012, and combines
four working days with a day at
college, has successfully achieved
Levels two and three AAT
Accounting Diplomas and is
currently working towards his
Level four Diploma, which he is
due to complete this summer.
South Cheshire College awards an

New look for
Hollanders
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Commenting on the deal,
Managing
Kelly,
Hayden
Director of Drytac Europe, said:
this
that
believe
“We
partnership will hugely benefit
our customer base, while also
enabling us to fully focus our
resources on what we do best
– namely the manufacturing of
quality adhesives and overlaminates.”
Tony Marshall, Divisional
Director at Antalis, which stocks
over 13,000 media products for
the sign, display and digital
markets, added: “We welcome
the opportunity to integrate
the Drytac range into our
expanding portfolio of top
quality brands, especially as our
two companies share many
common goals.”

'Apprentice of the Year' prize on
an annual basis, in order to
recognise and reward highly
motivated and top performing
apprentices who have excelled at
both their college work and in
While
their employment.
receiving the cash prize of £50,
Ashley revealed that he plans to
continue his studies after the
summer break, with a view to
becoming a member of the
of
Institute
Chartered
Accountants
Management
(CIMA).

the apprenticeship, as it’s given
me the chance to earn money
while also improving my
qualifications and this award
seems to confirm that I made the
right decision!”

Drytac customers have already
been advised of the new
distribution deal and have also
been reassured that all pricing
structures will remain the same.

He said: "I decided not to go to
university because of the cost
involved, but I've really enjoyed

For further information visit:
and
www.s-cheshire.ac.uk
www.hybridservices.co.uk

For further information visit
and
www.drytac.co.uk
www.antalis.co.uk

Hollanders Printing Systems has
introduced a bright new
corporate identity that is
designed to mark both the
company’s continued growth in
the digital textile market and to
coincide with the launch of the
its
to
additions
latest

ColorBooster series of printing
solutions.
The new corporate identity was
introduced at a special launch event
held at the company’s Eindhoven
headquarters and is complemented
by a new website and literature.

Further details and videos are
available on YouTube, including
interviews with end customers and
Competence Center partners.
For further information visit:
www.hollanders.ps.nl

news
Easier, faster and smarter

Antalis has launched a new
fully
offers
that
website
online
24/7
integrated
with
together
purchasing,
extensive product information,
thus providing its customers with
an easier, faster and smarter
online experience.
Visitors to the site will enjoy a wealth
of features and benefits, including
online stock and sample ordering,
downloadable product information, a
stock and personalised price lookup,

as well as POD’s and order history.
Divided into logical sections, the
website also provides customers with
the opportunity to browse through
downloadable
of
hundreds
documents and provides ideas for
using Antalis products in many
inspirational ways.
For further information visit: visit
www.antalis.co.uk or contact
Antalis on 0870 607 9014.

Screen Europe
relocates

As part of a wider programme to
develop and strengthen its sales
and service support across the
whole of the EMEA region,
Screen Europe has moved its UK
facility from Milton Keynes to
Luton.
At the same time, the company has
also invested in a new centralised,
near
centre
pan-European
Amsterdam that as well as housing
its European spares centre, also
features a new Solutions Centre

equipped with a full range of digital
printing equipment.
On the ground, 'fast response'
support will be delivered to Screen
clients through a series of regional
hubs, backed up by the central
operational services group. In the UK,
the new Luton hub will provide
nationwide sales and service, plus a
helpdesk, spares and support.
For further information visit:
www.screeneurope.com
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news

news briefing
Supplier News

A new look for ITC
Industrial Tooling Corporation
(ITC) has launched a new, easy to
use website that offers a number of
new features.
These include a novel 'page turning'
technology that enables users to
browse through the complete ITC
product range, whether it is the new
tapping and threading catalogue, the
Slimline Widia catalogue, the Folio
catalogue for the sign market or the full
main catalogue covering all cutting
tool types and industry sectors.

This feature is further complemented
with a 'technical help' section that
provides everything from conversion
and hardness charts through to cutting
data and parameters for all cutting
tools and material types. Further, in
order to keep customers up to speed
with all of its latest developments, ITC
has also created a 'News and Events'
page, giving details of ITC’s
participation in up and coming
exhibitions, as well as information on
product launches, extended product
lines and special projects.

the
Finally,
addition of a
YouTube button
enables visitors
to click through to ITC's
YouTube
personalised
channel and witness the
remarkable capabilities of the
ITC, Widia and Air Turbine
range of products first hand.
For further information
visit: www.itc-ltd.co.uk

ValueCut sports SAi software
SA International (SAi) has
entered into a worldwide
agreement to supply SAi
FlexiSTARTER cutting software
with the full range of Mutoh
ValueCut cutters.
The version of the software
configured for use with the cutters,
which is known as the SAi
FlexiSTARTER ValueCut edition, can

be used in conjunction with the
ValueCut 600, ValueCut 1300 and
ValueCut 1800, which deliver
cutting widths of 610mm, 1320mm
and 1830mm respectively.
SAi FlexiSTARTER ValueCut software
includes the drivers and registration
marks for the Mutoh ValueCut
cutters, as well as a wide range of
features for designing, drawing,

viewing, manipulation, plus tools for
plotting and cutting. The software
also provides a user-friendly
interface for creating cut-vinyl
signage and contour cut decals of
various substrates for special
applications.
For further information visit:
and
www.ThikSAi.com
www.mutoh.be

Funding to support growth
Innova Solutions, the Lancashirebased specialist supplier of nonmechanical sign fixing and photosignage
safety
luminescent
systems, has received funding in
excess of £70,000 from the Rural
Development Programme for
England, DEFRA and the European
Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development to cover up to 50
percent of the cost of a new
warehouse.
Linda Barrowclough, Innova’s Customer
Relations Manager commented: “This
funding is a result of participation in the
Growth Acceleration Scheme and the
setting up of a three-year growth plan
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with help from a business coach. This
identified the need to increase our
current warehouse capacity, as a result
of which we researched possible grant
opportunities. This funding has come at
the right time and has enabled us to
develop a purpose-built warehouse
within a four-month period.”
Established in 2002 and currently
employing a team of seven, Innova
Solutions has experienced rapid
incremental growth equating to 100
percent since the date of inception. The
new funding will not only ensure
sufficient new storage space to double
the current turnover of £2 million over
the next three years, but also will assist

the company’s plans for international
expansion as well as further growth in
the UK.

company’s commitment to rural
preservation and protection of the
environment.

Earlier this year, Innova Solutions was a
finalist in the Rural Business of the Year
Red Rose Awards that highlighted the

For further information visit:
www.innovasolutions.co.uk
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Animal magic
Pixartprinting has introduced its
own re-interpretation of the
animal kingdom in the form of
imaginative
an
MagaZoo,
magazine, brochure and literature
holder.

multitude of different animal shapes,
including dog, cat, sheep, turtle, gorilla
and swan, it is both highly functional
and recyclable and its versatility is
such that it can even be used as a
planter!

Ideal for use on exhibition stands and
in showrooms, offices and corporate
and domestic interiors, MagaZoo,
which is lightweight, highly portable
and extremely durable, is crafted from
10mm thick honeycomb cardboard
and finished in smooth white paper,
which invites the application of
bespoke graphics. Available in a

Blank versions can be ordered online
for further customisation or,
alternatively, customers can choose
from a selection of different graphics
offered by Pixartprinting, or propose
their own design.
For further information visit:
www.pixartprinting.co.uk.

The ProMarker 300 combines all
of the advantages of galvo
high-speed marking with a
small footprint, while also
offering optimum safety. Using
the DirectMark printer driver, it
marks directly from any
graphics, CAD or label printing
software and is ideal for use
with both metal and plastic
items.

Both models are robustly
constructed and have a Laser
Class 2 classification, which
eliminates the need for special
protection equipment, such as
or
glasses
safety
laser
architectural shieldings. They
can be used as either seated or
standing workstations and
open access to the work area
ergonomically
facilitates
efficient part handling. Fumes
and dust can be removed via
the optional exhaust systems.

Bright Green Technology has
launched a brand new LED Light
Panel that features a significantly
increased lumen output, making
the panel up to 41 percent
brighter than its predecessor, but
without invoking any extra cost
or energy consumption.
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Trotec has launched two
new desktop laser marking
systems, the ProMarker 300
and SpeedMarker 300, both
of which can be used for the
economical, high volume
marking of small to midsized items.

The SpeedMarker 300 is
designed for in-house industrial
marking onto all metals and
plastics within the production
chain. The inclusion of the
SpeedMark software facilitates
its use on everything from items
requiring direct input, up to a
marking
automated
fully
workflow, without the need for
special training.

Bright
light

Already gracing applications around
the world, including the New York
Subway, Dublin’s LUAS tram system,
the Great North Museum, Harrods
and Goodwood Racecourse, the LED
Light Panel has its own dedicated

Make
a mark

microsite, which provides both
creative inspiration and product
information, plus a series of case
studies to help designers, architects
and contractors to incorporate the

panels into their projects.
For more information
www.ledlightpanel.co.uk

visit:

For further information visit:
www.troteclaser.com
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Foamalux goes fluoro
Brett Martin has introduced four
new limited edition coloured
sheets to its market leading
Foamalux Colour PVC range; Neon
Pink, Neon Green, Raspberry and
Black Sparkle, thus taking the
total number of colours available
up to 15 and facilitating even
more creative possibilities for the
sign and display sectors.
Lightweight, versatile and durable,
Foamalux has earned a global
reputation for its quality performance
and is used for endless sign and
display and print applications. The
strong, durable rigid sheet is
renowned for its consistent smooth
matt surface that is ideal for the
application of myriad decorative
effects, using vinyl cut graphics and

lettering, plus screen and/or digital
printing processes.
engraving or routing.
At half the weight of a solid substrate,
the Foamalux Colour foam PVC sheet
range is available in thicknesses of
3mm or 5mm, and comes in a range of
sheet sizes. The limited edition colours
are available in a 3mm thickness. The
whole range is self-coloured
throughout, thus maintaining the
coloured edge after cutting,

ADS introduces its complete
guide to digital media

In association with Amari
Plastics, Amari Digital Supplies
has published a definitive guide
to its digital printing and
finishing media. Entitled ‘Digital
Media: the Complete Works’, it
includes products from over 150
trusted industry-leading brands
and enables customers to see
exactly how materials look, feel
and print before purchasing.
The leading brands featured include
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Sihl,
Multi-Fix,
MACtac,
Kernow Coatings, Poli-Tape, RTape, DigiDelta and the ADS
own-brand of media. All of the
products are compatible with
a wide range of ink
including
technologies,
solvent, UVC, Latex and
aqueous to accommodate
different sign and display
applications. These include
indoor/outdoor, eco-friendly,
POS, PVC banner, textiles,
specialities and finishing
requirements, all of which can now
be met through the ADS one-stopshop supply source using the guide
as a reliable point of reference.
Copies of the new guide/swatch are
available at local branches of Amari
Plastics or by telephoning ADS on
0115 982 9770.
For further information visit:
www.amaridigitalsupplies.com

The 15 available colours include
Strawberry Red, Red, Orange, Sunburst
Yellow, Yellow, Ivory, Green, Blue, Light
Blue, Grey, Black plus the four new
limited edition colours.
For further information on the
new Foamalux Colours range visit

Add a halo
Trade supplier HaloLeds offers
a range of LEDs for use in a wide
variety of sign and shopfitting
applications, all of which are
manufactured to ISO 9001
standards, are CE approved
and offer a two-year/50,000
hour guaranteed lifespan.
Customers can choose from three
different modules, including the
Halomini, which is suitable for use
with a smaller letter or recess, the
Halomidi for use with standard
sized letters and the Halomaxi,
which is super bright. All are
available in pure white, red, blue,
green and amber options, while
the Halomaxi is also available in
RGB.

In addition, for backlighting
signboxes no less than 150mm
deep, HaloLeds offers Halostrip, an
aluminium strip that is fitted with
very powerful cree LEDs of up to
130 lumens each, together with
transformers, connectors and
wiring.
Full guidelines for use, plus
are
specifications
technical
available on the HaloLeds’ website
and all products can also be
ordered online.
For further information visit:
www.haloleds.co.uk
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It’s a stick up!

The latest product offering from
Eurobond Adhesives, ‘Sticky
Strips’, is a series of individual,
removable self-adhesive strips of
foamed acrylic tape.
Supplied on a roll, Sticky Strips can be
used to bond posters and signage to
walls, exhibition graphic panels, point
of sale/point of purchase material,
promotional signs to the tops of petrol
pumps and much more besides.
‘Sticky Strips’ will adhere to most
metals, many plastics, painted
plasterboard, glass and wood and can

be used on both indoor surfaces and
covered outdoor surfaces.
Clean and easy to use, each individual
‘Sticky Strip’ features a simple pull tab
at one end, which when pulled,
elongates the adhesive, peeling it
away from the surface without any
damage and without leaving any
sticky residue.
For further information visit:
www.eurobond-adhesives.co.uk
or to order a free sample Tel:
01795 427888

news
Slim, elegant and cost effective
For anyone seeking an overhead
lighting solution that offers an
option for either fluorescent tubes
or LEDs, plus telescopic brackets
with five definite tilt positions,
Nova Aluminium has the perfect
products.
Novatube flawlessly illuminates fascias
with a depth of up to 2000mm and
any length. The extremely efficient
Starcoat T5 tubes, which are powered
by electronic gear, provide not only a
powerful light, but also save money on
running costs too!
In addition LEDs can be used to further
reduce power consumption and
running costs, while the option to use
a hood bracket for fascias with depths
of up to 700mm, means that there
really is a solution for all applications
and budgets.
Novahood features a continuous

fixing ledge, which means that the
installer merely needs to introduce the
unit to the top of the frame or signtray,
fixing down through the top. Once
again Novahood offers both a tube
and LED option.
For further information visit:
www.nova-aluminium.com or for
a quotation Tel: 0117 9556463 or
email sales@nova-aluminium.com

Dome, sweet dome!
Doming of the images applied to
signs, nameplates, labels, badges,
decals and a host of print wear
products
promotional
and
facilitates the addition of eyecatching 3D colourful effects and
one of the most popular doming
systems currently available is the
PolyDrop from the exclusive UK
distributor Graphtec GB and its
network of dealers.
The system, which uses high-quality
polyurethane and epoxy resins, is
supplied with a start-up kit that
includes both manual and automatic
feed functions, a resin dispenser and
polyurethane doming resins and
hardeners. It dispenses polyurethane
resin to a wide range of substrates,
including ABS, vinyl, polystyrene,
polycarbonate, aluminium and acrylic,
as well as fabrics such as Lycra, cotton,
cotton mixes and nylon.
The Tex Drop application of the
system uses a thermo-adhesive film,
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on to which an image is printed, cut
out and then domed with a choice of
resin, including a special glitter-effect
option, using an industry-standard
heat press to help accelerate the
doming process. Polyurethane resins
are extremely flexible as well as
providing a high level of resistance to
the effects of solvents, abrasion and
UV degradation. They are also
completely safe to handle and are
available in different approved grades
for a wide range of both interior and
exterior graphic applications.
One of the most enthusiastic users of
the PolyDrop system, is Rapid Rubber
Stamps, which provides a total inhouse sign and graphic production
capability embracing design, printing
and, following purchase of the
PolyDrop system, 3D doming
Owner Ron Roberts explained: “As a
complete beginner to doming
technology, I visited Graphtec GB’s
facility in Wrexham for a

demonstration and was immediately
hooked on the process, thanks, in part,
to the help and attention to detail
shown by the Graphtec team.”
Like other PolyDrop owners, Rapid
Rubber Stamps found the system
extremely easy to operate, with no
special training or operator skills
required. The system requires only
standard software and a desktop
space to start the doming process and
to show a fast return on investment.

Ron Roberts added: “We use the
system for applications ranging from
labels and stickers, personalised items,
typically, badges for classic and
customised cars, industrial-grade
product labelling and nameplates and
since its installation we have noticed
an increase in repeat business,
including work for classic car rally
anniversaries and more recently,
interest has been shown by a major
importer of motor parts.”
For further information on the
PolyDrop doming system, visit
www.graphtecgb.co.uk To learn
more about the services provided
by Rapid Rubber Stamps, visit:
www.rapidrubberstamps.co.uk
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The ink emergency initiative

The deal’s a steal

Stanford Marsh Group Graphics
(SMGG) has extended its nil percent
finance deal to include HP’s
Designjet Z6200 photo printer,
which is available in both 42” and
60” widths.
The HP Z6200, which claims to be the
fastest printer in its class is a heavy-duty
workhorse that enables users to offer
outstanding photo image quality every
time they print. SMGG will deliver the
printer, set it up, and even create colour
profiles, all free of charge, in order to
ensure that it produces stunning

printed output right from the outset.
As part of the established, privatelyowned business Stanford Marsh Group,
SMGG is able to offer the nil percent
finance deal through its own in-house
finance company and cash reserves
and, in addition to running HP’s own
trade-in programme, it also offers a
trade in scheme on the purchase of all
makes and models of new hardware.
For further information
www.stanfordmarsh.co.uk

visit:

Specialist ink manufacturer Nazdar
has launched a new customerfocused initiative to tackle some of
the key issues facing users of UVcurable inks. As a result of this
move, free site surveys are now
available to all users of UV inks
within mainland UK.
Nazdar claims that there are simple
solutions to many of the problems
typically faced by printers using UV
digital equipment, such as low colour
strength and problems with edge
chipping, together with poor adhesion
to substrates and even the logistical
problems of holding ink inventory from
multiple suppliers for multiple printers.

However, by solving these problems,
Nazdar enables users of UV machines to
broaden their production portfolios and
to make genuine improvements to the
overall scope of their UV print
production, whilst also increasing
profitability and reducing ink costs.
Nazdar is thus inviting UV users to
discuss their options with a member of
its technical services team and to
arrange a free, no obligation site survey.
For further information contact
Nazdar on Tel: 0161 442 2111, email: info@nazdar.com or visit:
www.nazdar.com

Scorching summer offers
Hybrid Services, Mimaki’s exclusive
UK and Ireland distributor is
offering a series of scorching hot
summer offers on the Mimaki 1.3m
and 1.6m CJV30 Series integrated
printer/cutters and JV33 and JV5
printer ranges, which are available
through its network of authorised
resellers.
In addition to the industry leading two
year warranty, Hybrid is also offering at
least 3.5 litres of ink, a fully featured
software package, powered take-up
unit and access to its unique, rebate
linked ink cartridge recycling scheme,
plus an ‘upgrade’ to Mimaki Five Star All
Inclusive on the aforementioned
machines. This comprises free delivery,
free machine build, 50 percent
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additional ink, a £200 materials voucher
and a free accessory pack, all of which
add significant extra value to the offer.
which is valid on new machine orders
placed before 30th September 2013.
Mimaki’s range of multi-award winning
sign and graphics printers use latest
generation piezo printheads and
Mimaki eco solvent or vibrant and
highly durable SS21 inks for output onto
a huge range of materials for
applications ranging from vehicle
graphics to banners and high quality
point of sale materials to wallpaper. The
CJV30 Series also incorporates
integrated cutting technology to create
decals, garment decoration and long
runs of bespoke labels on one, space
saving and productive machine.

The offer is valid on new machine orders
placed before 30th September, 2013.

For further information visit:
www.hybridservices.co.uk/scorche
r
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Worthwhile Investments
Companies explain why they chose the equipment they use
Since its formation 13 years ago,
Hertfordshire-based Datum Print,
which is run by directors Scott Pearce
and Mark Gamble, has morphed from
a prepress company into one that
also provides exhibition graphics,
vehicle wraps, POS displays and
product mock-ups for agencies
serving such prestigious clients as
John
Lewis
and
Bollinger
Champagne.
In 2011, having already used Roland
equipment for a number of years, the
company decided to invest in a
Roland VersaCAMM VS-640
printer/cutter with white and metallic
inks, in order to further improve its
creativity, and, in so doing, opened up
several new revenue streams, as well
as significantly reducing its
outsourcing costs.
Scott Pearce explained: “We were

When the lease on its Summa D60
cutter came up for renewal last
year, Scarborough based Dance
by Design, a supplier of bespoke
costumes and theatre backdrops,
started to review the different
options available.

looking for a
package that
would help us
break into the
high-end
jewellery and
luxury
car
graphics
markets, both of which require very
high-quality print and additional
finishing touches, for example,
designs that incorporate special
colours, such as vibrant metallic
silver”, whilst going on to add that the
printer’s integrated cutting facility
was also a plus point in its favour.
He continued “It has definitely helped
us achieve our aims, as we can now
produce such items as window
graphics and labels that require
complex cad-cutting in-house, which
has proved to be very beneficial on
both a financial and operational

Datum Print purchased the VS-640
through local dealer, Atech, who
completed its installation within a
day. Describing how the machine
continues to pay for its keep, Scott
said: “We are really impressed with
the quality of the output and the
added definition and luxurious finish

the white and metallic ink provide.
What’s more, our customers are
always amazed at the remarkable
results we can achieve, which
certainly helps to guarantee lots of
repeat business!”
For more information
www.datumcp.com
www.rolanddg.co.uk/VS

visit:
and

purchasers with a package of free
extras worth around £2500,
including a take-up roller, a full set
of original inks and RIPCentre
software.

Managing Director Dave Smith
explained: “I needed to replace
the cutter quickly and, whilst
searching around on the Internet
for suitable suppliers, came across
Stanford
Marsh
Group
Graphics division, whose Account
Manager, John Hatton, advised
that a Summa D120 cutter would
be
the
most
suitable
replacement.”

Dave continued: “Previously, we
had outsourced some of our work
to a specialist printer who used
another brand of machine and
initially, I was keen to stick with
that manufacturer, but once John
sent me samples of the output
that he had achieved on the
Mutoh, using our own files, I was
blown away with the quality and
that, together with the special
offer, made the purchasing
decision a bit of a no-brainer!’”

During the conversation with
John, Dave also discovered that
Stanford Marsh was running a
special offer on Mutoh ValueJet
1304 printers that was designed
to reward the first five lucky

The printer was installed last
autumn and when Dance by
Design isn’t using it for its core
business, it fully capitalises on the
machines’ flexibility by using it to
produce more traditional work,
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level.”

such as signage and vehicle wraps.
In terms of the future, Dave Smith
reports that he is considering
upgrading to the wider Summa
cutter and, a little further down the
line, will probably invest in a
laminator too, but, in the
meantime, he is very happy with
the Mutoh ValueJet 1304, whose

versatility more than meets the
challenge of the company’s varied
application portfolio, while the
special offer made it especially
good value.
For further information visit
www.dancebydesign.co.uk
and www.smgg.co.uk

Hope Technology put
its recent decision to
invest in a wide format
Mimaki
inkjet
printer/cutter down to
its desire to replicate its
production efficiencies
within
its
print
department. With around 100 staff
employed across its highly focussed
operation, the Lancashire company
has been a proud supplier to the
cycling industry since the late 1980s
Commenting on the company’s
purchasing decision, Marketing
Manager, Alan Weatherill, who has
been with Hope Technology since
the very beginning and takes
ultimate responsibility for how the
Hope brand is portrayed, explained
that although output quality was a
primary consideration, ease of use
was very important too. He said:
“We don’t need to use the printer all
day, every day, but when we do use
it, it’s for a wide variety of different
work, so we were also looking for a
machine
with
a
minimal
maintenance requirement.”

when’ basis, which as well as being
more cost effective, also reduces
our stockholding requirement.”
He added: "We also provide our
dealers, who are primarily
independent bike shops, with the
marketing collateral they need, with
our premium 'Tech Shop' dealers
receiving even more support and
now, thanks to the CJV30, we're able
to supply personalised Hope
Technology collateral for them to
use in their stores, which enables us
to further promote our product
ranges."

Happily the Mimaki CJV30
printer/cutter, which Hope
Technology purchased from its
longstanding supplier, Granthams
Graphic Technology, fitted all
aspects of the brief, while also
offering some extra advantages too.

With a customer list that extends to
some 1200 accounts in the UK
alone and with exports accounting
for around 60 percent of the
company's business, Hope has a
considerable number of shops to
look after, but it doesn't stop there.
The burgeoning cycle industry now
includes many races and events, for
which the company is also required
to produce branding in the form of
banners and signage, all of which is
easily produced on the CJV30.

Alan Weatherill continued: "Our old
printer/cutter couldn't accurately
produce long runs of decals, but the
CJV30 makes such light work of the
job that instead of screenprinting
them as we used to, we now make
our own stickers on an ‘as and

Further, it is using the printer to
reproduce the many beautifully
shot photographs that capture the
stunning
countryside
that
surrounds the renovated cotton mill
that serves as the company’s
headquarters. These are being used

to further grace the walls of the
venerable old building, which is
located in the picturesque town of
Barnoldswick, which, as well as
fielding a veritable arsenal of CNC
milling equipment, plus laser
cutting, anodising and engraving
machinery, also incorporates a
museum showcasing examples of
past and current products, cycling
memorabilia and on-loan race bikes
from the many professional riders
that Hope Technology has
sponsored over the years.
Alan Wetherill concludes: Whether
its making window stickers for one
of our dealers, creating personalised
bike wash banners for Mountain
Mayhem, producing perfectly cut
out slat-wall branding for a Tech
Shop, or reproducing a shot of one
of the Hope Factory Racing riders
out in the hills, the CJV30 does it all
and more – we couldn’t have
chosen better if we had tried!”
For further information visit:
www.hopetech.com.
www.granthams.co.uk
and
www.hybridservices.co.uk

fespa 2013 review

Giving it large!

At the end of June, 22,000 individual visitors attended FESPA 2013 at London’s ExCel
exhibition centre and, it seems, that they certainly weren’t disappointed by what they found
there, as almost half of them returned to spend at least a further day at the show, bringing
the total attendance up to a staggering 37,460 visits. Val Hirst reports
FESPA events are always busy and bustling affairs and FESPA
2013 was no exception. Billed in advance as the ‘best FESPA’
ever’, the show attracted the most globally diverse audience to
date. In fact, almost two-thirds of the visitors travelled from
outside the UK, with the largest groups being drawn from
Germany, Benelux, France, Italy and Spain, as well as Scandinavia.

And, once inside ExCel, visitors certainly found plenty to do and
see, with over 600 stands, plus a whole host of ancillary features
to choose from – in fact, their biggest problem was probably
finding enough time to fit everything in - a dilemma with which I
heartily empathise!

“Once again FESPA has provided a show to meet the needs of manufacturers, print service
providers and brands...”
Manel Martinez, Vice President & General Manager Graphics Solutions Business, EMEA, HP
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The busy Mimaki stand

Visitors enjoying Roland hospitality
The Mimaki ‘Aquarium’

Agfa’s Jeti TitanX is an industrial level printer

Agfa’s new Ardeco textile printer

Roland's Gillian Montanaro mans the café!

“We’ve met some interesting and professional contacts and
generated sales and good leads…”
Nick Decock, Commercial Marketing Manager, Mutoh
So what were the highlights? Well, as
you can imagine, most of the major
printer manufacturers used FESPA to
unveil their latest offerings, with Mimaki
showing a veritable plethora of
machines, of all types and sizes. In
addition the highly visible Mimaki stand
offered a novel feature in the form of the
aquarium, a glass fronted section that
was home to three design students for
the duration of the show. Using a

CJV30-60 and a UJF-3042FX, they
transformed their part of the stand every
day, producing an eye-catching series of
themed graphics that ranged from a 70’s
living room, to a jungle habitat ideal for
Mimaki’s adopted tiger Pertama and, of
course, an aquarium!
The exhibition also presented Mimaki
with the opportunity to show its
JV400SUV printer, the prototype of

which was first introduced at FESPA
Digital in Barcelona last year. Now
available commercially, it combines the
flexibility of solvent with the durability of
Mimaki’s UV-cured inks to deliver very
high quality output with vibrant colours
and excellent outdoor durability. Also
popular with visitors was the recently
launched JFX500-2131 grand format
UV flatbed printer with multiple ink
options.
On the very busy Roland DG stand the
new additions to the SOLJET PRO4
series and the XF-640 printer and XR640 printer/cutter, all attracted a lot of
attention. Printing at speeds of up to

102m²/hr and designed for use with
both outdoor and indoor applications,
the XF-640, which is the ideal production
tool for the full gamut of signs and
graphics, features new, advanced print
control technology that incorporates the
printheads in a staggered design for
maximum productivity. It is compatible
with Roland’s newest eco-solvent inks,
ECO-SOL MAX2, for an expanded
colour gamut, fast drying times and a
dual mirrored CMYK ink configuration for
consistent colour imaging.
Another stand attraction was the
impressive selection of customer stories
from Roland users around the world,
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Aslan showed unusual applications

New Foamalux colours from Brett Martin

“I am delighted with the number of export
customers I have seen on our stand…”

The Durst Rho 1000

Janice Fairfield, Fairfield Displays
while Roland’s resident caricaturist was
kept busy throughout the show,
drawing customers, dealers and partners
while they enjoyed some of Roland’s
famed hospitality at the on-stand Café.
According to EFI, it completed a record
number of equipment sales deals during
the show, with purchasers selecting EFI
VUTEk and EFI Wide Format printers
driven by EFI Fiery digital front-end
systems. This year’s FESPA was also one
of the EFI’s best yet in terms of software
sales, with several companies also
purchasing new MIS and ERP systems,
and one visitor, Fengate-based Total
Displays, purchasing a VUTEk QS3 Pro
UV printer through EFI distributor
CMYUK on the first day and then
returning the following day to buy EFI
Pace MIS software!
In order to satisfy the growing demand
for direct printed textile output, Agfa
Graphics introduced Ardeco, a new
wide-format printer that combines
sublimation capabilities with a textile
transport system, which also comes in a
choice of printhead configurations and
features an inline cold- knife cutting
system.
It is designed for the volume production
of all soft signage output, including
backlit displays, flags and general

displays printed onto polyester based
fabrics up to a maximum print width of
3.2m, using high quality disperse inks.
Further, a built in calendaring capability
means there is no need for any
additional fixation or finishing option.
Also making their show debuts were the
Jeti TitanX industrial flatbed and the
Anapurna M2500, a 2.5m wide printer
designed to handle both rigid and rollfed media, which is ideal for users who
need the flexibility of being able to work
with standard rigid 2.4 x 1.2m boards
across the full width of the bed, coupled
with the ability to switch to flexible
media up to 2.5m wide when required.
Durst showed its flagship range of Rho
1000 series flatbed printers, including
the Rho 1012 with a very small drop
size of only 12 picolitres, which provides
the highest resolution printing, whilst
maintaining a productivity of up to 490
m² per hour at 1000 DPI. Another
highlight was the super-wide Rho 500R
Series roll-to-roll printers that offer a high
level of media flexibility and print
3 x 1.6 m rolls together.

"We found FESPA to be very busy in terms of the number
and quality of visitors from the UK, continental Europe and
as far afield as Asia and Australasia…”
John Coppens, Marketing Programs Manager Europe,
Graphic Solutions, Avery Dennison
Debenham’s purchased Durst’s P10

Since Durst is one of the many
companies looking towards new
markets, it also used FESPA to debut the
latest addition to its range of Rhotex
textile printers.

“Our stand was busy every day and we’ve had excellent
“We sold seven systems in the first three days to companies meetings, so a very positive show overall...”
across Europe…”
Sebastien Hanssens, Vice President Marketing, Caldera
Graham Leeson, Head of Communications, Fujifilm Europe
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Neschen’s Solvoprint film

UK POS waiting for the show to start

Spandex introduced ‘Digital on Demand’

Car wrapping by Hexis

“We sold some hardware and software on the last day and
will be very busy following up on all our leads.”
The materials manufacturers and
suppliers were equally enthusiastic
participants at the show, with Richard
Davies, Trade Marketing Manager at
3M’s Commercial Graphics division
observing: "We found FESPA to be very
busy in terms of the number and
quality of visitors and there was also a
positive reaction to the new product
launches that took place, most notably
the our 1080 Series vehicle wrapping
film, which was used in the Wrap Cup
Masters Series, for which 3M was the
main sponsor for the first time and the
new 3M Envision range of ecofriendly sign making and vehicle
wrapping films."
Aslan offered visitors the novel
opportunity to apply colour film to the
rough outdoor-type walls it had
thoughtfully provided on its stand,
while
also
introducing
an
extraordinary film for use as shoe sole
decoration, as well as an eco friendly
material for use as coffin designs!
Nothing if not innovative!

Brett Martin used the event to launch
four new colours – Neon Pink, Neon
Green, Raspberry and Black Sparkle to its ever-popular Foamalux Colours
range, as well as a new PETg
transparent sheet Marpet-g.
At the same time, Hexis invited visitors
to preview the latest additions to its
Cast High Performance series,
including the new multi-layered
HX30000 cast vinyls with surface
effect finishes, such as carbon,
alligator, leather and matt, super matt
and glitter colours. In addition, Hexis
also kindly supplied Mimaki with a
wide range of digital printing media
for use within its Aquarium feature.
One of the highlights of the Neschen
stand was the company’s new
Solvoprint Window-Grip Ultra
Clear, a polyester film that is designed
for application to glass and other flat
smooth surfaces. It can be used in
conjunction with most commonly
used ink technologies and for a wide

Nikita Whitfield, Business Manager, Signmaster Systems
range of applications.
Spandex introduced a new initiative
in the shape of ‘Digital on Demand’
which is designed to help customers
to purchase exactly what they need to
complete specific jobs and to use the
company’s next day delivery service to
minimise their material stockholding.
General Manager Leon Watson
commented: "In 1983, Spandex was
the first business to sell coloured selfadhesive vinyl by the running metre,
something we still do today and 20
years on, we are continuing to
innovate, by introducing digital
materials by the metre too." Leon also
revealed that the company had found
at least 140 new customers at the
show.
Elsewhere, UK Point of Sale launched
a number of new products, including
recent additions to its LED range, such
as its series of new LED wallmount
panel supports. Available anodised

with white LED or in chrome with blue
LED, the product is 30mm in diameter
and offers a 20mm projection, making
it perfect for presenting print in a clean
and stylish way. Furthermore the
product is now also available in red,
blue, gold, black and chrome options
in both 12mm diameter with 20mm
projection and 20mm diameter with
25mm projection.
Italian ink manufacturer J-Teck3
launched its new dye sublimation ink,
J-CUBE RF40/KF40, which has been
especially developed for printers that
use Ricoh and Kyocera printing heads,
while software provider Clarity
showed its new Web to MIS
innovation.
Clarity Marketing
Manager, Emerson Welch spoke for
many exhibitors when he declared:
“Our initial market research suggested
our developments would be well
received, but the response we had was
fantastic!”
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Events and extras
As always, FESPA provided the perfect platform for a variety of machine handovers.

Purchasing power

Novograf used the event to seal its
purchase of a Kongsberg XP44
digital cutting table from Esko on
the first day of the show.
BCQ finalised its purchase of an Acuity
Advance HS HD3545W from Fujifilm
at FESPA.
Pixartprinting used FESPA to
purchase not one, not two, but three
HP Latex 3000 printers!
An HP Latex 3000 was also the
machine of choice for PressOn, who

agreed to purchase the model
demonstrated on the HP stand.
Durst did especially well at the
show selling four machines in
total. Speedscreen, the Kent
based print solutions company,
invested £780,000 in the
purchase of a Rho 1012, while
Debenhams purchased a Rho P10
320R and a Rho 320R HS and leading
Irish digital print company McGowans
became the proud owner of the first
Rho 1030 sold in Europe!

And the winners are…
Naturally, FESPA also provided
the perfect occasion for the
presentation of the annual 2013
European
Digital
Press
Association (EDP) awards. The
Association’s
membership
comprises 20 magazines covering
23 countries in Europe and
represents over one million
readers.
This year, the winners included
Mimaki, in respect of its JFX
JFX500-2131 printer, which took
the award for ’Best UV curable

accolade for
the ‘Best new
generation
solvent
ink
technology’.

flatbed printer under £200,000’,
while EFI scooped the award for the
’Best wide format roll to roll
printer 1.6 m plus’ for its R3225
3.2m roll-fed UV printer.
Mutoh’s165cm wide ValueJet VJ1638W dye sublimation printer won
the award for the ‘Best wide format
textile printer’ and Roland’s EcoSol Max2 inks, received the
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Durst’s Rho P10 250 was
announced as the winner of the
award for the ‘Best hybrid UV
printer’ and the Zund Cut Center
ZCC 2.0 received the award for the
‘Best workflow management
solution 2013’.
Finally, 3M received the award for the
‘Best Environmental Substrate’ for
its Envision Print Wrap Film
480Cv3, part of its

Envision range of
more eco-friendly
products.
For
further
information on
all of the above
and the full list
of EDP Award
winners visit:
www.edp-awards.org

The winning wrapper

3M announced the winner of the
FESPA Wrap Cup Masters Series
Grand Final 2013, for which it was a
first-time main sponsor, as Piotra
Cinski, the owner of the Polish
company, Pentagraf.
The FESPA Wrap Cup Masters Series was
a compilation of eight events at different
geographical locations spanning a threeyear period and culminating in the
Grand Final in London at the end of June.
Piotra did battle with the best wrappers
from around the world in front of a starstudded line-up of car wrapping experts
at the concluding event at this year’s

FESPA exhibition to emerge as the
undisputed world champion car
wrapper.
Over the course of the competition,
Wrap Cup Masters Series contenders
demonstrated their vinyl mastery by
wrapping four MINI Countryman cars
using Controltac Graphic Film IJ18010Cv3 and Car Wrap Film Series 1080.
Both films are widely used for bespoke
printed and colour-change vehicle
graphics.
For further information visit
www.3M.co.uk/graphicsolutions.

An illuminating evening
With FESPA celebrating its 50th
anniversary this year Vink/Amari
decided to mark the occasion in
some style by hosting an evening of
entertainment at the prestigious
Institute of Directors (IoD) in
London’s Pall Mall.
The company’s Managing Director,
David Williams, who is himself a member
of the IoD, welcomed more than 150
guests, who enjoyed two highly
stimulating, but very different
presentations. Firstly, Professor Eddie
Obeng, a business entrepreneur and
expert in the field of project
management captured the attention of
the audience with amusing, yet sound
advice on how to ‘future-proof’ a
business. This was immediately followed
by a ‘hands on’ wine tasting and
appreciation demonstration by Tim
Syrad from the Association of Wine
Demonstrators.
A sumptuous dinner was then served in

the beautiful setting of the Nash Room,
which was originally the library of the
United Services Club, and is now
adorned with oil paintings of royal
figures ranging from Charles I through to
the present. These august surroundings
were complemented by a modern
touch, in the form of LED light projectors,
which were specially designed for the
event by Vink Lighting UK and were used
to emblazon group company logos onto
the decorative ceiling, thus highlighting
the diverse range of products and
services available through the
Vink/amari group both in the UK and
across Europe.
Great thought was given to table
placements and seating plans in order to
ensure that businesses with mutual
interests could be positioned together
to facilitate maximum opportunity for
constructive ‘networking’ and, in order
to further reinforce the message, a copy
of Vink Lighting’s ‘LED Bible’ was left on
the table for each guest, along with a

branded memory
stick
containing
details of Vink’s latest
range of Digital
Signage products.
After the meal,
everyone, including
the people who put so much time and
effort into making sure everything ran
smoothly and efficiently, had an
opportunity to relax and socialise in a
comfortable atmosphere, with the
representatives of leading high street
retail chains taking the opportunity to
chat to signmakers, who in turn
welcomed the chance to buttonhole
product manufacturers! Thus for or a
few busy hours, the whole supply chain
was able to debate the merits of various
innovative suggestions and solutions,
while being deftly guided and controlled
by the organisers.

full scale of its operations, with both the
European and UK core and specialist
businesses leaving their guests with the
lasting impression that Vink/Amari are a
significant organisation, as well as a force
to be reckoned with.

All in all, the event succeeded in its main
aim of enabling the group to reveal the

For further information
www.vink.com

visit:

The oldest plotter unveiled!
The winner of the ‘Oldest plotter in
captivity competition’ that we ran
in the last issue of the magazine,
was Roger White of, Business
Support Centre, Croydon, who
purchased his trusty Roland Camm
PNC1000a in 1993 and is delighted
to report that it is still in full
working order!

Roger was presented with his prize, a
brand new Mimaki CG-60SRIII cutter,
part of the CG-SRIII series that Mimaki
launched at the show, by John De la
Roche, Sales Manager at Hybrid
Services, Mimaki's exclusive UK and
Ireland distributor on the Friday of the
event when he and a colleague
enjoyed five star VIP treatment. We’ll be

catching up with Roger in a future issue
to find out how the new cutter
compares with his trusty old machine!

For further information visit:
www.hybridservices.co.uk
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Disaster Recovery Plan…
have you got one?

Paul Deane, Joint Managing Director at Shuttleworth Business Systems, explains the importance of
protecting business systems from hardware failure or other potential disasters.

What is Disaster Recovery?
In simple terms, ‘Disaster
Recovery’ is the process used to
resume business after a
disruptive event, such as power
failures, IT system crashes, theft,
fire or flood and as such, plays a
vital part in any ‘Disaster
Recovery Plan’.
Why have one?
Many sign and digital businesses I
see are unaware of the importance of
a tried and tested plan, simply
because they regard a potential
disaster as an unlikely event, but the
implications are huge. Just imagine
losing all data for 24 hours and then

having to recreate it to cover the work
lost - and then consider how that could
affect a company’s revenues!
It doesn’t need to be
complicated…
There are many solutions available on
the market to get systems back up and
running within ‘minutes’ of a hardware
failure, but it’s necessary to have a plan
in place and to check that it actually
works when needed.
Some simple checks:
• Check and test that backups
have run successfully every
single day. It may seem obvious,
but often a business simply assumes

that just because the drive is
changed every evening, the backup
is working!
• Store a backup off site or
consider a Cloud solution. Then, if
the building goes up in flames, at
least the back up won’t be lost too.
• Book a regular software health
check. Technology moves on and
there are always new and more
reliable solutions available, so the
plan should be reviewed on a regular
basis to make sure that it is as
effective as possible.
It’s not until you need to use it, that you
know that a ‘tried and tested Disaster
‘Recovery Plan’ actually works, but by

then, of course, it’s too late, so take
action now!
As I have mentioned, there are many
solutions available on the market to suit
all budgets and business requirements,
but ensure that the solution in place
enables the speedy resumption of
business should the worst happen and
then, as one customer recently
remarked to me, you’ll be in the happy
position of being able to regard a
potential disaster as nothing more than
a slight inconvenience!
For further information on
Shuttleworth Business Systems
visit: www.shuttleworth-uk.co.uk

Textile printing made easy

textiles has been difficult to produce
cleanly,
the
new
module
automatically optimises the pattern
layout to ensure precise pattern
matching.

Caldera has launched VisualTEX+,
an easy-to-use entry-level solution
for companies looking to diversify
into digitally printed textiles.
VisualTEX+ comprises two key features,
Step&Repeat, which streamlines the
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process of creating an accuratelyrepeating pattern, and a Custom Inkset
tool for creating and managing new
inksets, thus providing designers with
an accessible yet powerful textile
printing solution. Whereas in the past,
side-by-side pattern repetition on

The Colorations plug-in for Adobe
Photoshop component of the software
makes it easier to create multiple colour
options from the same pattern and for
pattern designers, presents a
compelling opportunity to increase
revenue by offering a single design in a
whole spectrum of colour schemes,

while for printers, Colorations is the
ideal tool for creating swatch books or
printed fabric samples in multiple
colours.
For further information
www.caldera.com

visit:
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Materials extravaganza
With digital printing fast becoming the single most important aspect of the
continually changing sign and graphics industry, material developments
have become commensurately more focussed and now offer a host of new
opportunities for sign and graphics designers and manufacturers alike.
Mike Connolly reports on some interesting applications and reviews
some of the more innovative material options now available.

Stay calm
- wine is here!
Shops need customers, but first it’s
necessary to attract them. The
Selsey
Off
Licence
has
accomplished just that and turned
heads even further afield too, with
its brilliantly conceived and
colourfully
executed
home
delivery and events service.
Home delivery is nothing new, but The
Selsey Off Licence’s Winebulance is.
Thanks to a great looking graphics
package from Les Hilton and Phil
White at XL Graphics, the Winebulance
has become much more than a
winning business initiative, it’s also a
celebrity in its own right.
‘Stay Calm - Wine Is Here’, proclaims
the Winebulance livery. The health
benefits of a convivial glass or two are
understood, but when supplies are
low on a hot afternoon and the meat is
sizzling on a barbecue, that’s a
different story and the vehicle’s
mission in such emergencies is plain.
The livery’s digital elements are
rendered in printed Metamark MD5
and the solid coloured components
are Metamark M7, proving once again
that a digital/legacy materials hybrid
design has much to offer.
The fleet has grown and now includes
a rapid response vehicle of the twowheeled variety with moulded plastic
fairings, which is known to present a
host of difficulties for applied vinyl
graphics,
including
adhesive
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breakdown and excessive shrinkage.
XL Graphics found the answer once
again, in the Metamark swatch.
Metamark MDP-H bonds reliably with
a-polar surfaces and has an MD-Class
print receptive face-film too. The rapid
response vehicle has attended many
emergencies since its tyres first
touched tarmac, and has even been
known to detour, picking up
supplementary emergency aid such as
Indian takeaways!
XL Graphics has since used Metamark
MD-FL400 front-lit banner materials for
the events the Winebulance attends
and MetaFlex for personalised
wearables for the vehicle’s growing
fan-base. As for The Selsey Off Licence,
it’s become a licensor too. Andy Short
is in discussions with other businesses

wanting to use the branding. Cheers!
For further information visit:
www.xlgraphics.co.uk
and

www.metamark.co.uk To summon
the
winebulance
visit
www.theselseyofflicence.co.uk

A visually inspiring workplace
The meeting room in the new
offices of Sussex-based digital
agency Bozboz fully exploits the
potential of Lintec’s non-PVC
Vitricolour colour films.

On the meeting room’s three metrehigh glass wall, richly coloured robotlike marine creatures swim in and out
of a coral reef composed of USB sticks
and headphone jacks, an arresting
fusion of the technology focus and the
‘out of the box’ thinking on which the
design agency prides itself. The
concept also complements the equally
stunning underwater-themed wall
murals that stamp the Bozboz brand
on other areas of the offices.
The agency’s in-house graphics team
came up with the original graphics
idea and content and, following
research to find a suitably eco-friendly
colour process film, specified
Virtricolour from Lintec Graphic Films.

The gloss polyester film is UV-printable
and offers outstanding scratch
resistance, a feature especially
beneficial to unprinted areas. The nonPVC film combines exceptional optical
clarity, ease of installation and
impressive environmental credentials

and can be printed in any number of
colours. It enables designers to create
vibrant, eye-catching manifestations
on glass, with light transmission,
colour and positioning all capable of
variation to match the nature of the
application.
For further information visit:
www.lintecgraphicfilms.com

A premier solution
Graphics materials supplied by
3M’s
largest
stockist
and
distributor William Smith and
training provided by 3M have
helped increase the growth and
new business opportunities at
Colchester-based Premier Signs.
Since moving into vehicle wrapping in
2005 as a result of customer demand,
Premier Signs has been successfully
working with 3M films. The company
completed a 3M Application Training
Course in 2011 and then became a 3M
Authorised Vehicle Wrapper (AVW) after
attending a 3M assessment course in
2012.
Premier Signs’ Scott Thorburn
commented: “Vehicle wrapping was a
natural progression from cut vinyl
applications and 3M was our preferred
choice of vinyl from the outset. Entry
into the vehicle wrapping market
necessitated a move to larger premises
and the creation of a dedicated
wrapping bay, plus the employment of
more staff, both of which have led to
an increase in business and an
improvement to the quality of
our work, due primarily to the

use of the 3M products supplied by
William Smith.”
Premier Signs used 3M 1080 and
IJ180Cv3 vehicle wrapping films. 1080 is
a long-term removable dual cast film
that has been designed with sufficient
rigidity to enable easy handling and to
remove the need for application tape. It
also offers excellent opacity and is
highly weather resistant.

www.premier-signs.co.uk

IJ180Cv3, which has been designed for
use in short- to long-term vehicle
wrapping applications, is inkjet and
screen printable and also offers
excellent opacity and a high degree of
weather resistance, as well as providing
outstanding
conformability.
Significantly, it carries a 3M Matched
Component System (MCS) warranty for
six years and a 10-year durability.
For further information
www.williamsmith.co.uk

visit:
and
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Saving energy
Exclusive to Fujifilm’s Euromedia
range of substrates, Excellight is
an advanced solution for backlit
signs and displays, since its
translucent properties help to
guarantee excellent image quality
even without backlighting, thus
leading to savings in energy costs.
Excellight is an advanced substrate
made of paper and polyester and is
printable using a choice of ink
processes, including UV, solvent and
latex. Designs can be reproduced with
photo-quality results and with

optimum image definition and colour
density, while the specially developed
ink trap layer provides higher optical
density with the same ink
consumption.
The substrate is also PVC-free, thus
adding to its ‘green’ credentials and
confirming
Fujifilm’s
ongoing
commitment to developing lowimpact materials.
For further information visit:
www.fujifilm.eu/uk/

A tropical beach
in Woking!

Pretty much perfect

Digital
print
reseller
Repropoint, part of the privately
owned Graphic Dealers print
reseller network and a Preferred
HP Partner, has transformed its
office in Woking, Surrey, using
PersoMural wallpaper inkjet
media supplied by Sihl Direct.
The material was used to create a
glorious island scene that brightens
the office environment and has a
positive effect on staff attitudes.
The tropical island scene was
printed on Repropoint’s HP Latex
26500 printer and is used as a six by
two metre-wide wall covering.
General Manager Warwick Seymour
explained: “For some time, we had
considered decorating the office
wall and when we received some
samples of the PersoMural media
from Sihl Direct we decided to do so
using this product. I was genuinely
surprised at how
easy it was to
apply and how
well it adhered to
the wall surface.
The graphic looks
fantastic and also
serves as an
example of how
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well the HP Latex printer will
perform for potential customers
visiting our premises”.
Sihl Direct offers a broad range of
quality sign and graphics and digital
printing media via a large
stockholding capability and will
provide samples and print profiles
on all of these, in addition to making
up special orders for prompt
delivery.
For further information visit:
www.sihl-direct.co.uk
and
www.repropoint.com

permanent and semi-permanent
adhesive systems, with the white
option available with a light blue liner
to form a stronger contrast to lettering.
Spandex has recently introduced its
ImagePerfect 3000 Promotional
Film range and implemented a
number of improvements to its
ImagePerfect
5700
High
Performance signmaking films
range.
ImagePerfect 3000 is a new range of
four-year films that are suitable for use
with a wide variety of indoor and
selective
short-term
outdoor
applications. They are available in both
gloss and matt finishes in 48 and 32
colours respectively and also offer both

ImagePerfect 5700 is a series of eightyear calendered films that are suitable
for a wide variety of indoor and outdoor
applications. The range offers 80 glass
and matt colours. Key enhancements to
the new and improved Ifilm include a
softer feel for easier cutting and
handling, a new contrast liner on the
white option to facilitate a faster
weeding process and a new Clear Matt
Permanent version to complement the
Clear Gloss Permanent already available.
For further information
www.spandex.com/uk/

visit:

Tool up!
In addition to a wide range of vinyl,
textile and digital media, DoroTape
offers a vast array of tools and
accessories designed to perform
differently for specific applications.
For example, the company supplies
seven different application tapes,
including four paper and three filmic
varieties and a lay flat textured tape.
It also supplies a range of cleaning
products for surface preparation prior to
material application. These include a
liquid to remove silicon-based
substances, an anti-static cleaner that is
ideal for use on plastic and glass surfaces
and an application fluid called Float-on
that is specifically designed to assist the

repositioning and application of vinyl
graphics.
In addition to an assortment of specially
selected knives, squeegees, banner
fixings and double-sided tapes,
DoroTape also supplies time saving
accessories. Typically, these include
mounting magnets that represent a
quick and easy way of applying graphics
to the sides of vehicles and the flexible
plastic Speed Clips that are ideal for
holding roll materials together without
the need for tape.
It has also recently sourced a selection of
vehicle wrapping tools. These include
the new WrapCut, a vehicle wrap
trimming tape constructed of a narrow,

flexible adhesive strip that features an
exceptionally strong filament, which is
attached to the adhesive side in close
proximity to the tape edge. The filament
becomes a cutting tool when pulled
separately outward through the film of
the material applied on top of the tape.
Not only will the tape produce sharp
straight lines but it can also be used to

cut curved shapes around door handles,
locks and recessed panels. Furthermore,
with no knife required there is no
danger of damage to a vehicle’s
underlying paintwork.
For further information
www.dorotape.co.uk

visit:

A smart selection

A range of inspirational wide and
super-wide sign and graphics
substrates are available from
Antalis. The range includes SmartX, NuStone and Antacote Lite, all of
which have strong ‘green’
credentials.
Manufactured by 3A Composites,
Smart-X is a 100 per cent polystyrene
lightweight foamed board available in
widths of up to two metres. It offers
excellent weather resistance and is
therefore
suited
to
outdoor
applications. The board can be
processed using either direct digital or
screen-printing processes and has a
durability of up to two years without
any significant change in colour.
NuStone is a more eco-friendly
alternative to plastic substrates such as
PVC, which offers the print quality and

opacity of a coated paper, coupled with
a luxurious and robust feel. It can also
help save time and money by removing
the production complexities associated
with some plastic materials.
Anatcote Lite is a 100 percent
recyclable board product and an ideal
alternative to the polystyrene or rigid
polyurethane foam-centred display
boards used typically in supermarkets
for hanging signs. It is also a lightweight
product that is PEFC-accredited and
ISEGA Certified Food Safe, thus adding
to its appeal for such applications.
The board is suitable for use with both
screen and UV curable flatbed digital
printing.
For further information
www.anatalis.co.uk

visit:
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A material
evolution

Smart
solution

Part of the Dufaylite group of
companies, Ultra Board has
introduced Evolution, a new panel
board with a smaller white core and
facing that distinguishes it from
other products in the company’s
portfolio.
Launched as a market trial alongside
the new Ultra Board branding,
Evolution panels have been developed
from Dufaylite technology using the
distinctive honeycomb construction. It
is a progression from the company’s
Graphic board and an alternative to
rigid and foamed PVC, MDF and
plywood panels.
Significantly, Evolution boards require
no edging and have been specifically

designed with a white core for this
purpose. With the honeycomb cells
being 20 percent smaller than those
used in other Ultra Board products, it is
now better suited for applications
requiring greater strength and subject
to increased fabrication. While the
Graphic product will continue to suit
many applications, there is a growing
need for stronger and more rigid paper

boards for industrial-type applications
and Evolution is said to meet this
requirement perfectly.
Following further market research and
customer feedback, Ultra Board is now
embarking on a trial run with Evolution.
For further information
www.ultraboard.co.uk

visit:

Getting it taped
In addition to a wide range of
signmaking
materials,
predominantly from MACtac, for
which it is a major UK stockist and
distributor, Amari Digital Supplies
has now added a series of
application tapes from R-Tape.
The range includes ApliTape 4075,
ClearChoice AT60 and Conform
Application Tapes with RLA (4050
Medium Tack and 4070 High Tack). All
of the tapes are supplied as full logs
and can be slit to customer
requirements.

Tack) offer superior lay flat
properties that resist edge
curl and tunnelling problems
in application. Storage and
transportation are troublefree, due to the Release Liner
Adhesion integral to the
tapes. For example, stacked
graphics will not ‘dog ear’ and stick
together and rolled graphics will not
‘tunnel’. Model 4050 is available in a
width of 1,220mm, while 4070 is
available in a width of 1,524mm.

Smart-X is a lightweight all-plastic
sheet material incorporating UV
and weather-resistant properties
and an expanded polystyrene core
that is totally moisture-resistant. It is
reputedly the world’s only
lightweight foamed board suitable
for use in external applications
without any significant change in
colour for up to two years.
The disproportionately high rigidity
of the board makes it ideal for use
in all types of signage, while its
refined surface structure and large
format of up to two metres wide
makes it perfectly suited to direct
digital printing. Significantly, SmartX meets the requirements of the
RoHS/WEEE directives and REACH
EU regulations on the restriction of
hazardous substances and is
therefore particularly suitable for
use in signage installed in areas
where hygiene and safety are key
considerations.

ApliTape 4075 standard grade paper is
the most popular choice for sign shop
applications. Available in a width of
1,220mm, the tapes are excellent for
large computer-cut letters and for wet
application. ClearChoice AT60 features
a clear, rigid orange peel
polypropylene
face
and
accommodates similar applications
and is also available in a width of
1,220mm

ADS has also recently added 16 new
matt colours to the MACtac MACal
8900 Pro Designer’s Series of media.
These supplement the original 32 gloss
and 52 matt colours, all of which
incorporate a removable solventbased adhesive. The new colours are
predominantly pastel shades to
complement interior decoration
trends reflected in the media. Typical
options include Silk Grey, Lagoon Blue,
Pastel Turquoise, Magnolia and
Antique White and Violet.

range of films from MACtac. The range
includes Crystal Gloss, Brushed Metal,
Coarse Grain Wood, Fine Grain Wood
and Leather formats. All of the
materials have been designed for
application to flat or gently curved
surfaces.

Conform Application Tapes with RLA
(4050 Medium Tack and 4070 High

For adding special effects to signs and
graphics, ADS offers the PERMAfun

For further information visit:
www.amaridigitalsupplies.com
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Included in the range of sign
and
graphics
materials
manufactured
by
3A
Composites and available from
Amari Plastics through its
branch network, is Smart-X, a
polystyrene sheet material with
a wide application focus.

Smart-X can be processed using a
choice of fabrication techniques,
including sawing, laser and water
jet cutting and CNC routing.
For further information visit:
www.amariplastics.com

Making business easier
Metamark is no stranger to
growing markets and driving
technical developments, but its
latest initiatives are centred on a
different aspect of its business,
albeit one that’s important to both
current Metamark customers and
to those it may yet attract.
What’s more, the whole programme is
being driven from the top, with
Metamark’s CEO, Paul French
explaining: “What we aim to achieve, is
to make a great business with highly
regarded products and services even
better and, to this end, we’ve identified
opportunities for improvement and
reacted where we’ve found them. The
outcome, we hope, will be a great all
round experience for our customers,
both present and future, as it will make
doing business with us even easier.”

According to Paul French, the
application of Metamark’s service-led
standards extends across the
company’s entire customer base. He
says: “Customers buying very large
volumes of materials from Metamark
may pay different prices to those who
only need small amounts, but our
service standards simply don’t
discriminate. We’re here to supply
what’s needed, and to make life easier
for everyone we do business with,
from the biggest company to the very
smallest. So if you happen to feel
marginalised in your supply
arrangement because your business is
at the stage where its volume is still
building, then we’ll will welcome you
with open arms!”
And since Metamark recognises that
one of the most challenging aspects of

running a business often lies in the
opening of an account with a potential
supplier, it is launching a new initiative
designed to make it much easier in the
future.
Paul French continues: “The
programme we are introducing is
identified by its own billing, as in ‘Got
a minute? Get an account’.
“We realise that businesses of all
shapes and sizes have to jump
through equally assorted hoops to get
a business account opened and so
we’ve set out to flatten that problem at
source. Now, instead of the very
intimidating set of formalities you
might have to navigate elsewhere, all
we require is little more than the
exchange of some very basic
information and a digital signature. It

doesn’t take long at all, hence, the
name.”
Paul goes on to observe: “When you
remove the hurdles, you create a
better climate for business to take
place, and, when it’s coupled with a
good product offering, it becomes a
better deal all round.”
He concludes: “People gravitate
naturally towards things that are easy
to operate and we’ve made having a
business relationship with us just that.
If that sounds like a good deal why not
give us a call?”
Why not indeed!
For further information visit:
www.metamark.co.uk
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Meeting a need
The
continued
search
by
signmakers for lighter, thinner,
‘greener’ and ultimately cheaper
materials has driven Innova
Solutions to develop a new and
improved addition to its NovaBond
High Strength Bonding Tapes
portfolio.
The new XS range embodies the
constant research undertaken by
Innova and its key partners to keep
pace with and offer solutions for
bonding requirements to new powder
coating and paint systems and the
adoption of recycled substrates.
Collectively, these can exhibit very low
and often inconsistent surface energies

that make them difficult to bond.
With a range of crystal clear, white, grey
and black products available in a
thickness ranging from 0.25 to 0.22mm
as standard and providing slit widths
from six up to 900mm with a 0.5mm
tolerance, the NovaBond XS range
covers all eventualities. Further
complementary developments to the
range will be the launch of two new
surface primers, the first of which,
NovaBond Metal Surface Primer is
specific to bare metals, while the
second, NovaBond LSE Surface Primer is
designed to act on low surface energy
substrates, such as recycled plastic and
powder coatings. This will make them

more receptive to the functional groups
within the NovaBond adhesive matrix.
Innova has also introduced the
NovaBond OP range. As the name
implies, this comprises a group of
selective products designed to deliver

optimum performance on applications
where ultimate bond strength is not
critical and where price is a motivating
factor.
For further information
www.innovasolutions.co.uk

visit:

Special effects

Vehicle wrapping specialists will,
it is claimed, welcome a brilliant
new film from APA that creates
extraordinary 3D effects.
Carbon Racing 3D is a highperformance self-adhesive film
developed for full wraps involving
flat and curved surfaces. It is a fresh
and stimulating addition to the
company’s
well-known
APAWrapFilm series. The special
surface treatment of the film imparts
the 3D effect with an exclusive gloss
varnish appearance that mimics
perfectly real carbon fibre.
Thanks to the FTX air-free adhesive
technology employed, the film is
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easy to apply and remove and is the
prefect solution for vehicle
customisation.
The film joins a host of vinyl material
solutions from APA. These include
cut and digitally printable options for
a wide range of sign and graphics
applications, films for textile and
other specialist printing applications,

together with a wide selection of
accessories.

For further information, visit
www.apaspa.com

An all round service
In addition to the wide range of
signmaking materials from 3M, for
which it is the UK’s largest
stockholder and distributor,
together with materials from
Arlon, ContraVision, iSee2 and RTape, William Smith has added a
range of knifeless vinyl cutting
systems and introduced an
extensive range of tools and
accessories sourced primarily from
3M and Swann Morton.
As the term implies, the patented
knifeless cutting systems dispense
with the need for traditional knives
and cutters that are capable of
damaging valuable substrates if
handled incorrectly and rely instead on
the use of an ultra-fine filament to
produce crisp and even cuts
comparable to those achieved using
traditional methods. Available in four
formats to accommodate different
sign and graphics applications, the
Finish Line version is the one best
suited
to
vehicle
wrapping.
Significantly, it is a 3M-certified
approved tool used in 3M’s Advanced
Installer Training Classes.
The range of tools and accessories has
been designed to assist and improve
the use of self-adhesive films in their
application, for their predicted life
span and during their purposeful
removal. The vast range of products

comprises
surface
application,
cleaning and protection fluids, knives,
blades and cutters, rollers, heat guns,
squeegees, primers and edge-sealers.
The range also includes a special
Essential Tool Kit Bundle that is
available at a particularly attractive
price.
Major recent product launches from
William Smith are spearheaded by
3M’s Envision Print Wrap Film 480Cv3
and Gloss Wrap Over-laminate 4548G
and the Envision Translucent and
Diffuser Films that are reputedly the
first signmaking films to optimise LED
technology.
3M Envision Print Wrap Film 480Cv3 is
a PVC- and Phthalate-free film
developed to provide outstanding
performance in a more eco-friendly
solution. The film and over-laminate
are highly conformable, can be applied
in extreme temperature conditions,
share high tensile strength for faster
removal and have comprehensive ink
compatibility.
The 3M Envision Translucent and
Diffuser Films have been described as
industry
breakthroughsenabling
signmakers to achieve maximum
brightness whilst requiring fewer light
sources. As a result, maintenance,
power usage and overall running costs
are greatly reduced. Whilst optimised

for use with LED systems, the films can
also be used with conventional
fluorescent lighting systems. The
diffuser films are available with two
levels of brightness (50 and 60
percent) to manage sign illumination
more efficiently, with the translucent

films available in both standard and
customised colours and in an inkjetprintable format.
For further information visit:
www.williamsmith.co.uk
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Cutting comments
Cutting, routing and engraving continue to be key signmaking
disciplines that facilitate diversification from core manufacturing
activities into new markets and, in particular, the thriving
print-and-cut, textile printing and print wear and
promotional product sectors to create vital new revenue
streams. Mike Connolly reports.

Controlling the motion
Tekcel CNC Solutions has recently
announced that its latest range of
CNC routers, including the VSE,
VSR, EXR, EXL and GFX models is
now equipped with the most
advanced
motion
control
technology to date, full product
details and specifications for which
can be accessed instantly on the
company’s website.
Manufactured since 1992 and available
in the UK for the past 12 years, Tekcel
CNC routers have established a strong
track record for product innovation.
Early pioneers of Auto Tool Changing
technology,
the
machines’
manufacturer,Tommotek
has
continued to evolve its CNC product
range in line with the demands of the
various industry sectors it serves. This is
clearly illustrated by its early
development and introduction of
advanced technologies, such as ‘cut to
print’ digital camera registration and
various knife cutting options for the
sign and graphics industries in recent
times.

Integrated
solutions
Hardware and software solutions
from Esko enable seamless
integration into any sign and
graphics production chain. They
include the Kongsberg I-XP24
and XN digital cutting tables,
together with the I-cut Suite,
Artios CAD and Studio software
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running as possible, features that make
a Tekcel router both easy to operate
and highly productive.
Tekcel describes its latest range of CNC
routers as having ‘next generation’
motion control technology that delivers
advanced system management and
automation through an easy to use
operator interface and believes that
one of the main reasons why Tekcel has
been such a prolific product innovator
over the years is that Tekcel routers
have always featured proprietary
motion control technology, rather than
using one of the generic, low cost
controllers on the market.

There is no doubt that the company’s
design and manufacturing expertise
and its own unique, closed loop, digital
motion control technology has played
an important role in the development
of its business. Not only does its motion
controllers drive its own Tekcel routers,
it also has OEM arrangements to supply
its technology to a number of CNC
manufacturers around the world. Users
particularly seem to appreciate the
machines’ user-friendly interface and
the automation of as many of the
processes involved in their day-to-day

that aid job creation, planning
and execution.

milling spindle
productivity.

for

enhanced

The best-selling Kongsberg I-XP24
table is equipped with I-Cut camerabased media registration and
multiple quick-change cutting tools
to enable manufacturers to easily
handle a wide range of materials for
greater job flexibility. The new IXN24 can be used for a wide range of
different graphic applications and
features the MultiCUT HP heavy-duty

Software solutions from Esko include
the latest I-cut Suite, an integrated
solution designed to streamline the
entire sign and graphics production
workflow, from design to print to cut
and including the latest version of
Suite 12 that focuses on adding
value via new productivity and
efficiency benefits through close
integration of all flagship tools and

Further, the routers are effectively
‘future proofed’ due to their built-in
versatility,
expandability
and
upgradeability into state of the art
motion control technology, benefits
that are already being used to full
advanatge by users in Australia, New
Zealand, North America, South America,
South Africa, the Middle East and
Malaysia as well as the UK.
For further information visit:
www.tekcelcnc.co.uk

engines. It automates tasks in the
pre-press workflow to eliminate
preparation bottlenecks, to help
avoid mistakes and free up operator
time. The suite is complemented by
I-cut Suite Automate with its preflight, layout and automated
functions that help speed up
production, reduce errors and
increase profitability.
For further information visit:
www.esko.com

Making the cut
The LaserPro range of engraving
and cutting machines from
Grapfityp UK are available in a
range of models, each of which is
supplied in a different format and
power rating to accommodate
varying applications.
LaserPro engraving machines are
available with power ratings from 12 to
200W. The range includes the desktop
C180, the Mercury III, the Spirit LS and
GLS and the large-format Gaia II.
The Spirit S290LS is designed for the
cutting/engraving of metals and plastics
and has power ratings of 10, 20 and
40W. The LS-200 model has a power
rating of 200W and is ideal for cutting
spectacular edges. All of the LaserPro
machines have a two-year warranty and

a 20-month tube warranty.
The LaserPro X series comprises three
models with power ratings from 80 to
130W. They feature front and rear doors
to accommodate work pieces of longer
length, as well as providing 3D and

stamp operating modes. All of the
machines come with a two-year
machine warranty and a 12-month tube
warranty.
For further information
www.grafityp.co.uk

visit:
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Configured for
higher productivity
In terms of process and cutting head
options, AXYZ routers claim ‘best in
class’ status. is based on the company’s
ability to build machines
that offer virtually any
length and width of
processing area with the
option of one or two
carriages on the gantry, each of
which features up to three
cutting heads in any combination of
router and knife tools and with an
optional automatic tool change facility.

Routers from AXYZ International
under its AXYZ, Pacer and
CAMTECH power brands offer a
host of both individual and
complementary
design
and
performance capabilities. They also
come with a range of both standard
and optional production tools to
enhance these capabilities and to
enable
engagement
with
peripheral work, such as print-andcut applications.

An excellent example of this is the AXYZ
8010 Twin Y router for large panel
processing. The machine has been
designed to handle oversize sheets of
material, enabling sign companies to
process large panels and awkward
shapes more efficiently without
additional processing ‘off the machine’.
The router has an impressive 2635mm
processing width and incorporates twin
routing heads to enable two large
sheets of material (up to 10 x four feet)
to be handled simultaneously, a

performance
characteristic
considered fairly rare
in the sign industry. The 8010 will
process a wide range of disparate
materials, including aluminium,
stainless steel, brass, acrylic, copper,
marble, stone, solid woods and
composite boards.

portfolio
offer reputedly
the best quality of
cut possible with this
type of machine. They are
particularly proficient in producing a
near-polished edge finish on acrylic and
similar signmaking materials with no
additional processing required.

Like all AXYZ routers, the 8010 machine
offers a raft of both standard and
optional production tools, including an
enlarged 21-station Automatic Tool
Change (ATC) facility and AVS (AXYZ
Vision System) for optimum material
alignment and enhanced cutting
precision. This latter option has proved
extremely popular for print-and-cut
applications and in particular those
involving harder substrates, such as
acrylic, ACM and solid aluminium.

The AXYZ International customer
support facility, CNCRoutershop
continues to expand with the addition
of new CNC routing tools, consumables
and accessories sourced from leading
quality suppliers in the UK and
Continental Europe, which now include
specialist routing tools for the more
complex
or
difficult-to-process
materials. Virtually any popular brand of
router, regardless of design and origin,
can now be accommodated in addition
to those supplied by AXYZ
International.

With their heavy-duty steel base, highquality direct-drive servomotors and
helical rack and pinion drive system,
Pacer routers in the AXYZ International

For further information visit:
www.axyz.co.uk

Cost-effective cutting
The latest addition to the ProDigi
range of cutting tables from the
German company Lasercomb, the
ProDigi NEO is now available from
the company’s UK and Ireland
agent Friedheim International.
The ProDigi NEO is available in six
models that offer a wide choice of
cutting area to accommodate different
applications. All versions feature a new
front-end PC with a colour touch
screen that allows the operator to
choose between automatic and
manual modes as well as providing
access to the tool database and
operational diagnosis. The cutting
table has three tangentially controlled
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tool holders capable of handling up to
seven different tools that
can be changed rapidly as
required. The alternative
tools
include
cutting/creasing/drawing
and 3D milling tools as well
as a conveyor system.
Operating at up to 100m/mm, the
cutting table also includes divided
vacuum sections with electronic
adjustment,
automatic
digital
compensation of table flatness,
digitally controlled Z-axis, data transfer
via RJ45 network and full digital drive.
In addition, the ProDigi NEO can be
used in an office environment, as no

compressed air is required
and with the table being near silent in
operation.
For further information, visit
www.friedheim.co.uk

Adding value to cutting
Available in three models, the new
ValueCut plotter/cutters from
Mutoh
accommodate
both
traditional sign and graphics and
print-to-cut applications.
Replacing the current Kona series of
plotter/cutters, the ValueCut machines
integrate the latest digital control
servomotors and advanced micro-grit
friction-feed mechanics to enable
accurate long-length media tracking up
to 10 metres. To effectively handle
miniature lettering, intricate shapes and
thick materials, a tangential simulation
mode has been incorporated into the
cutters’ firmware. When using this mode
to cut sharp edges, the blade holder is
lifted to enable orientation of the
cutting blade to the desired angle

before the machine continues its
cutting path.
For contour-cutting and through-cut
jobs, the ValueCut’s cutting head has
integrated laser-based optical sensors
that will automatically detect different
types of registration marks on preprinted graphics. The pressure rollers
can also be individually disabled to
eliminate roller marks on pre-printed
media.

cutting functions, with an export
functionality enabling preparation of
designs for output to any printer-RIP
combination.

For further information
www.mutoh.be

visit:

The ValueCut 600 version is available as
a desktop solution, while the 1300 and
1800 models include a stand and a
media-catch basket. All of the models
are supplied with Mutoh’s proprietary
version of FlexiSTARTER 10 software
embodying simultaneous design and
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Cutting a path to profit

With the need to create vital new
revenue
streams,
sign
manufacturers are harnessing the
capabilities
of
production
equipment installed for core
business activities to access new
markets and in particular the
potentially
lucrative
textile
printing and print wear and
promotional products sectors. With
an already strong foothold in both,
plotter/cutters from Graphtec GB
are a classic example of how this
can be achieved.
The range of plotter/cutters from
Graphtec GB spans the entry-level
Silhouette CAMEO and the latest
Silhouette Portrait desktop machines
through to the recently launched
CE6000 and the upgraded flagship
FC8600 larger format machines. All of
the
plotter/cutters
incorporate
Graphtec’s proprietary Advanced
Registration Mark System (ARMS) that
uses four rather than the traditional
three-point registration to deliver

unparalleled media plotting and
cutting accuracy.
Providing the perfect cutting partner
for large-format digital printers, the
latest CE6000 series of plotter/cutters is
currently available at 20 percent lower
than the original purchase price due to
favourable exchange rate fluctuations.
It offers a host of new production
enhancements and is supplied with a
free version of Graphtec Studio cutting
design software.
Significantly, the CE6000 offers a much
wider and longer-length cutting area to
the machine it has replaced, a
dramatically increased cutting speed of
up to 900mm/sec and a maximum
cutting force of 500gf. Available in a
choice of three models, with cutting
widths ranging from 15 to 48 inches to
accommodate different applications,
the cutters enable a much wider range
of materials to be processed, including
not only those specific to the sign and
graphics industry, but also those used in

textile printing and for print wear and
promotional products manufacture.
Other key enhancements include an
automatic panelling function for
longer-length tracking and cutting
requirements, a choice of operating
modes to complement the operator’s
skill levels and a range of different tool
settings. The cutters also feature an
enhanced sorting facility to minimise
the amount of movement in the media
feed function, leading to shorter cutting
times, as well as a LCD-powered VDU
machine control panel.
The FC8600 is the latest upgrade for
Graphtec GB’s FC8000 flagship
plotter/cutter but is available at no
increase in price. The machine now
provides higher productivity levels via a
maximum speed of 1,485mm/sec to
sustain its status as the “fastest in class”

plotter/cutter currently available. The
FC8600 has a maximum cut area of
610mm x 50m, an enhanced cutting
force of 600gf and an ability to cut
media up to a thickness of one
millimetre.
The Silhouette Portrait is the latest
addition to the Silhouette range of
desktop cutters. This also includes the
larger Silhouette CAMEO machine that
offers a number of advanced design
features. These include a new cutting
head to enable an even more diverse
range of materials to be handled via an
extended 12-inch cutting width and an
ability to cut thicker and invariably more
difficult materials that hitherto was not
possible with conventional desktop
machines.
For further information visit:
www.graphtecgb.co.uk

Heads up for wood
for the ZM moving
column
vertical
panel saw range
from Zapcut, which
will be of special interest to
signmakers,
especially
those grooving or edging timber
and timber-related sheet products.
A new
floating
r o u t e r
head attachment is now available
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Switching between saw and router
head processing is fast and easy, thus
enabling a single operator to quickly size

and rout sheet materials with no
repositioning of the work piece. Depth
of groove is set with a simple twist dial,
while the ‘floating’ design of the router
head ensures a consistent depth of cut
even on thinner materials that might
bow and bend during processing.
ZM panel saws cater for sheet sizes
ranging from 2.5 x 1.25 to 3.1 x 2.1
metres. The saws offer cross, rip, plunge
and bevel cutting capabilities, with no

repositioning of the work piece, in a cut
depth of up to 38mm. For work
involving smaller sheets, material
supports are movable from the bottom
of the saw frame to the mid-point.
Switching from saw head to router head
takes only seconds, enabling the user to
precisely cut, groove and edge a work
piece in one operation.
For further information
www.zapcut.co.uk

visit:

Notable enhancements
Vectric has launched new full
releases for both Aspire and VCarve
Pro, its two main CNC routing
software packages, which feature
significant
changes
and
enhancements in all areas of the
programmes.

from significant enhancements to the
drawing tools, with improvements to
snapping helping to speed up the
creation or editing of vectors.

Taking as its starting point the systems’
most popular tools, Vectric has devised
ways making them even more intuitive,
resulting in enhancements that improve
the general work-flow for both new and
existing users. In addition, some major
new features were also included, in order
to expand the power and scope of each
programme.

Many existing features, such as
alignment, mirroring, offsetting and arc
drawing, have been expanded, while
nesting, curve fitting and image to vector
conversion all now offer a preview
option, which makes it easier to scull
through different values in order to
quickly optimise the best result. New
options, which extend lines to a common
intersection point and create simple
dimensions for 2D objects, have also
been added to the design features.

As users will discover, the most
noticeable difference with both Aspire
4.0 and VCarve Pro 7.0, is the change to
the interface layout, which now features
re-organised icons that are more logically
placed and they have also benefitted

Additionally, there have been a number
of big changes to Aspire’s 3D Modeling
functions, the most significant of which is
a flexible new ‘Extrude and Weave’ tool
that enables users to create complex
shapes from fairly simple sets of vectors.

For example, the Two Rail Sweep tool has
been completely overhauled, facilitating
the creation of multiple interactively
editable cross-sections, thus providing
the user with more control of the shape
being modeled. There is also a new Add
Draft tool for the creation of shapes that
can be used for applications such as
vacuum forming moulds.
In addition to the new features, there has
been a major overhaul and increase in
the free 3D Clip Art models supplied with
Aspire, providing over 400 individual
designs with variants that take the total to
over 1000 free models. Further, some of
the Clip Art files also contain vector data
that enables the user to create alternate
versions of items such as borders and
weave patterns.
When it comes to machining, the focus is
on ease of use with new options for
previewing the results of a toolpath,

enabling the speed of
the preview to be adjusted to make it
easier to visualise how a part will be cut.
Once the preview has finished, any of the
waste areas can be interactively removed
from the 3D View, facilitating the creation
of a very accurate 3D shaded image of
exactly how a part will look when cut.
Other general improvements to both
packages include more options for
dragging and dropping files directly into
either programme, plus in the case of
Aspire, a direct import for 3DM from the
popular Rhino modeling software. The
Layer Manager has also been revamped
in order to better manage 2D data in
both programmes and there is greater
support for ‘Gadgets’ thus enabling users
with programming ability to create their
own custom tools.
For further information
www.vectric.com

visit:

Blaze is one of the UK’s largest sign providers offering a “one stop shop” supported by Cygnia Maintenance Ltd.
With manufacturing facilities in Broadstairs, Kent and Birmingham with a combined workforce of over 300 skilled
personnel, this enabling us to design, manufacture, install and maintain all in-house.
The following vacancies are available
Draughtsperson / CAD Designer
We are looking for an enthusiastic Draughtsperson CAD Designer to join busy
drawing office with previous experience within the sign industry. The ideal
applicant will be of a flexible nature and have a keen eye for detail. AutoCAD
experience is essential
Design Operative
The successful applicant must have a keen eye for design. You will be involved
in assisting with the design and production of artwork and visuals for print
projects. Knowledge of Adobe Illustrator & Corel Draw is essential.

Print / Vinyl Department
Candidate required for busy vinyl / digital print department.
The successful applicant must be enthusiastic and self-motivated with a keen
eye for detail and a flexible approach to working hours. Previous experience is
essential within this discipline.
Experienced Estimator
We are seeking an experienced estimator who is currently working or has had
previous history of working within the signage industry. The successful
candidate will have knowledge of excel, have good people skills and the ability
to work under pressured timescales.

Previous applicants need not apply.
Please apply in writing to HR Department (humanr@blazeneon.com) with full CV & download application form from www.blazeneon.com
Blaze Neon Limited
Units 3-4 Arden Park, Arden Road, Frankley, Birmingham B45 0JA
0121 457 7715 - Closing date 30th July 2013 Vacancies apply to Birmingham facility only
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ADVERTISING,
DESIGN & MARKETING

LED SPECIALISTS

MATERIAL SUPPLIERS

Looking for a
cost-effective way to put
your company on the map?
Advertise Here!
For further information contact Val Hirst
on 01623 882398 or e-mail
signdirections@btconnect.com

MANUFACTURERS OF
MAGNETIC MATERIALS

Marketing solutions
tailored to client needs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design for print
Corporate identity & branding
Design for web
Editorial services
Digital marketing
Exhibitions and display

...plus lots more
Call Ray or James on
01623 883797 for a
no obligation chat

DIGITAL PRINT SYSTEMS
SIGN MAKING SUPPLIERS
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MOULDED/FLAT-CUT
LETTERS

SCREEN PRINTING

HUMPHREYS SIGNS LTD.
Unit 6, Spencer Trading Estate
Denbigh, N. Wales LL16 5TQ
Tel: 01745 814066
Fax: 01745 815374
Email: sales@humphreyssigns.co.uk
Web: www.humphreys-signs.co.uk
Trade Printers for over 30 years.
Estate Agents board specialists.
Printing on Correx, PVC Vinyl,
Magnetics, as well as digital
printing.
Large or small runs.

CNC ROUTERS & CUTTERS

SIGNMAKERS

PROLICHT UK LIMITED
14, Spire Green Centre
Flex Meadow, Pinnacles West
Harlow, Essex CM19 5TR

BUTTERFIELD SIGNS LTD.
174 Sunbridge Road, Bradford
West Yorkshire BD1 2RZ
Tel: 01274 722244
Fax: 01274 848998
Email: general@butterfieldsigns.co.uk
Web: www.butterfieldsigns.co.uk
General signmaker offering Project
Management and Sign Design.
Specialist in Neon, Illuminated
Signs and Maintenance.

Tel: 0844 412 2230
Fax: 0844 412 2231
Email: ukhelp@prolicht.com
Web: www.prolicht.com
Europe’s leading Corporate Identity
Sign Designers and Manufacturers.
At ProLicht corporate design is
turned into reality. Our commitment
starts at the design and
development stage and continues
through prototyping, production,
project management & installation
throughout Europe. Contact our UK
office for advice and assistance.

SIGN SYSTEMS

BENSON SIGNS
96 - 98 Great Howard Street
Liverpool L3 7AX
Tel: 0151 298 1567
Fax: 0151 298 1568
Email: info@benson-signs.co.uk
Web: www.benson-signs.co.uk
Design and manufacture of all types
of signs, combining traditional skills
with the latest technology,
providing pub, hotel and retail
sectors with a full installation and
maintenance service, now
incorporating wide format full
colour printing on banners and
signs as well as electronic digital
displays and directory systems.
Nationwide Service.
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the last word

This month, Mark Godden explains why he is…

Going over to the dark side
I have undertaken some epic house moves in my time, having lived all over the world. None of those moves
though, was as disruptive of my time or as stressful as moving my life from one computer to another.
To explain, I am, and I remain, a big
fan of Macs but, despite my heartlead preference, I found myself in a
position where my head-lead self
couldn't operate on the margins of
compatibility with some business
software in particular, so for this and
for other reasons I bought a PC.
For a couple of days after it arrived, I
was utterly in the dark and deeply
regretful of having caved in and
gone to the dark side. Now, a week
or two later, I'm still convinced that
the Mac defines a better way, but
I'm actually getting on quite well in
Windows' world.
As I was making the move from Mac
to PC anyway, I reasoned that I'd
bite off the whole hog and go for
Windows 8. I think that's as big a
leap for those coming from earlier
versions of Windows as it is for me
from a Mac and I know it has a
mixed press. I am feeling
increasingly at home with it though.
During the learning curve, the word
‘complicated’ visited on more than
one occasion. Eventually though, I
managed to rationalise things and
hold myself to an agreement that it
was in fact ‘unfamiliar’. Rather like
moving house, things aren't in the
places you'd expect to find them
and until you build familiarity, you
are, in effect, feeling your way.
It got me thinking (doesn't take
much) about the effort invested by
developers in making things easy
for users of their products. These
days, the UI, or User Interface, is
absolutely defining of an experience
that all would hope is a good one.
Sign design and production tools,
workflow installations, image
processing software and other
production enablers have very
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complex jobs to do. Making the
power these systems embody easy
to get at is an art.
Exemplars of modern UI design are
led by the authors of operating
systems, I'd argue. If software
developers make efforts to follow
design guidelines, and to keep up,
then users have a better time of it. I
have grandchildren, very young
ones. Despite neither having made
it as far as five yet, both can use an
iPhone. They're not prodigies. It's
just that the UI is so very easy to use.
Watching somebody who is
proficient and familiar use what to
the unfamiliar might appear to be a
complex piece of software is an
experience in itself. The raw speed
and alacrity with which they fly
through big workloads is amazing.
Thought about though, it probably
owes as much to muscle memory
and patterning as it does to skill in
the pure sense. This is where
developers tread very carefully.
Moving something that patterned
behaviour expects to find and
putting it somewhere else, even
with the best of intent, really does
cheese-off power users. It can also
crater productivity for days or more
while the poor lab-rat who earns his
food pellets with the software in
question gets to know the new
maze in which events have dumped
him.
Upgrading software is of course
discretionary, but only to the extent
that a fast developing market
allows. Apart from Libraries who
seem to have collectively fossilised
in the XP era, the rest of the working
world is, more or less, compelled to
remain current. If you don't, you
quickly become marginalised by

better-booted competitors. If that
doesn't get you, the next thing that
will is your descent into the subclass
of the unsupported, those using
software that its authors can no
longer look after, the stuff that
survives 'til it just burns out and
simply doesn't work.
I
personally
welcome
the
emergence of the subscriptionbased model for software and
there's a lot of it around now. For a
modest monthly payment you
remain current on the platform to
which you're subscribed. With a big
and powerful suite of tools, that can
be a lot easier than finding a big
chunk of change and there is a real
benefit to having the latest stuff, not
least all the new bugs and the
greasy learning curve to shin up.
In truth, and this counts for business
systems as well as the stuff targeted
at the consumer markets, things are
easier to use today than they ever
have been. I do remember when
hooking a dot-matrix printer up to a
thing that promoted itself as a PC
took an IT specialist. Plug and play
hardware took care of that and now
we don't think twice about
plugging in something new.
Few would want to repeat the
experiences that early wide format
kit was capable of inflicting either.
Back in the pioneering days of inkjet,
once you managed to get
something working, you wouldn't
change a light bulb, much less
something that might actually have
a bearing on the fidelity of the
colour you could output, or even
the possibility of producing output
in the first place.
Our expectations are keyed to
things just working these days and

we don't expect to have to invest a
great deal of time and effort in
making it so. That's true. Making
things work the way you want them
to work though is another matter.
There are more configuration
options than have ever existed,
even in something like a mail client.
So, it's possible to be tweaking, finetuning and otherwise pissing
around for as long as it holds your
interest. Today, this is known as
‘work’.
Writers are notorious for this. Real
writers though, just write. It says
here.
So, unlike many others before it, this
edition of Last Word comes from a
Windows machine. For those who
might care, it's a Dell XPS-13, a bit of
a departure for PCs in that it's made
of very nice materials including
Aluminium, Carbon Fibre and Gorilla
Glass. It's almost a kilo lighter than
the Mac it replaces and I'd be a
spoiled brat if I were to complain
about having to use such a nice
piece of kit.
As for the Mac, it's now downstairs
on my Wife's desk. This means that
I'm now living with someone who
has made the opposite journey
from the one I've undertaken and to
say she's smitten would be an
understatement. She's blown away
by just how easy the Mac is to use,
what an absolute joy it is to do
things on it and how effortless it is
to navigate. So Cupertino wins
another advocate, and I move on to
the Windows wastelands. It's just a
tool, I tell myself.
Repeatedly.
Mark Godden
mark.godden@me.com

